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JOHN 0. WALKER

Our 1978 All-State In Service
Conference was a great success due
to the hard work and organization
of the Vice-Presidents and many
other people. I have received many
favorable comments about the
clinics, clinicians , and other events.
Our membership increased a great

(Continued on Page 4)
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deal and attendance was more than
ever before. I wish to express my
sincere gratitude to all personnel
that planned this year's convention.
Thanks to the University of New
Mexico and all their personnel for
the use of their facilities and faculty. Their efforts are appreciated
by all the membership.
Plans for next year's All-State
are well underway. All clinicians
and programs are printed elsewhere in this magazine and I am
sure we will have another great
All-State.
I would like to call your attention to a few activities that the
membership might be interested in
or information that needs your attention.
1. MUSIC IN OUR SCHOOLS
WEEK-If you are doing anything
special or of interest, please send
information to Don Hardisty. I
need a report to present from New
Mexico at the MENC Convention
in Chicago in April. Please inform
us of what your activities will be
during this week or whenever you

ROLLIE H EL TMAN

The thirty-fourth NMMEA All
State Music Festival and In-Serv-

-·3-

ice Conference is history. The
UNM Music Department was the
perfect host. We thank the entire
Music Department staff, their
chairman, William E. Rhoads, and
especially Harold Van Winkle,
UNM Director of Bands and his
crew of student assistants who so
efficiently saw that every chair,
instrument, and needed equipment
was in the right place at the right
time.
There were many highlights of
the All State Music Festival and
In-Service workshops. The music
industry display of new materials,
and equipment arranged by Bob
Farley, Farley Music Center, Albuquerque was outstanding. Bob
Farley also furnished the coffee
and donuts while the Music Educators spent time learning about
new techniques in Music Education
materials. THANKS BOB ! ! !
(Continued on Page 5)

ELEMENTARY, JR. HIGH
VEEP COLUMN

VIRGINIA EBINGER

The TV commercial proclaims
something like, "We're not getting
older-we're getting better." I'm
not sure there's anything wrong
with getting older. Look at us, the
elementary-junior high division of
NMMEA. We are at last maturing
and coming into our rightful place
as a full-fledged and full -voiced
members of our state organization.
We're getting older and bigger
(which is not to speak of our figures!) and these, plus some indefinable new spirit, add up to
better.
- - - - -- - - - - - - - - -·-

WALKER

(Continued from Page 3)

plan to acknowledge music in your
school.
2. MENC - SOUTHWEST DIVISION IN - SERVICE CONFERENCE-The dates for this conference will be February 2-5, 1979.
If you plan to send an application
for your group to perform, the
deadline must be mailed (first
class, insured) to me by May 1,
1978. These applications can be
acquired from me or use the application printed in this magazine.
3. NAT I ON AL CAPITO L
PARKS- OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE-MENC has agreed to again
participate with the National Capitol Parks in providing outdoor
performances of school groups in
President's Park of the Ellipse

Fifty-four of us attended our
sectional meeting in January.
Fifty-four! And, I'm happy to report, nearly every one of those
present had something to say about the Conference we were in,
about next year's plans, about
NMMEA. The obvious interest was
exhilerating to me, and every one
of the ideas will be studied and
weighed. Send more as they come
to you!
The wheels have been set in motion already for next year's plans.
It's hard to imagine topping 1978's
Conference, but we'll work at it.
Perhaps for the first time we
had two days full of activities and
clinics that were truly meaningful
to both elementary and junior
high teachers. There were few real
conflicts - though it's always difficult to miss all those neat rehearsals going on across the way . . .
One thing that came out again
and again was the plea for more
exhibitors' attention to elementary / general music needs. I'll work
to make that happen next year.
Thanks are due to many people
- to the chairmen and assistants
who introduced clinicians and
carefully kept records; to Joe Keith
and the Music Mart who sponsored Don Collins; to Mary Martin
who brought her students - at
almost a moment's notice - for a
stimulating demonstration; to the
great ladies from Albuquerque
who provided all the Orff instru-

ments; (I knew I didn't ha
worry about a thing when Mil
Greeson and Diane Bonnell
they'd see that it was taken
of!) to Harold Van Winkle fo
prodigious amount of work
goes into the logistics of a
Conference; to members of
AOSA who served as scrib
that all of you could be active
ticipants in the clinics; to our
ly fine clinicians - Isabel C
a giant in music and music e
tion; Diane Bonnell, one of
own who gave us wonderful,
istic, practical things we can u
our classes immediately; to
Collins, who produced instant
many before our eyes; and fi
to Rollie Heltman who, year
year, in spite of ill health an
pressures of his job, keeps o
spiring this organization he
and has given so deeply to.
Support your district orga
tion. Convince your colleagu
join NMMEA. And it behoov
to pay attention to the iss
music in total education.
February's MEI _ it's worth
attention.
And, most of all, let's reme
- actively and often - our
calling: to be teachers of chil
- - and to be teachers of mus
children. Co-creators, one
say.
In an Executive Board mee
I referred to our section as a s
ing giant - one that is, praise
beginning to awake. Hold the f

- - - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - --

this summer. They will be responsible for scheduling three time
periods each Saturday from June
3rd through September 2, 1978.
If you are interested please write
or call me for more information.
4. HONOR CONCERTS - The
executive committee has voted to
continue the honor concerts. We
have discussed some problems and
have come up with some solutions
that might help. I would like to
encourage all of you to submit
a tape to the various Vice-Presidents. Everyone that has entered
the honor concert has agreed that
it is well worth the effort and time
spent to perform for our students
and membership.
5. ALL-STATE AUDITIONS Please check the Vice-President's

--4-
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column for any changes in
tion procedures and notice
dates and audition centers for
year's auditions listed in this i
Congratulations to the new
cers-elect of NMMEA. The Ii
these people will be found
where in this issue. Thanks t
nominating committee for the
of fine choices. Also thank
those who ran but, were not e
ed. The new officers will tak
fice after next year's All-Sta
UNM in Albuquerque.
The 1978 All-State dates
January 11, 12, and 13 on
UNM campus in Albuquerqu
Have an enjoyable summer
be ready for another great
when you return.
John 0. Walker

ORCHESTRA VEEP
COLUMN

KIM THOMPSON

st of all , I would like to thank
the people who worked so
t o m ake the 1978 All- State
cess- especially Jim Bonnell,
MAN
( Continued from Page 3)

particular h ighlight fo r t h e
tive Secretary was, the numf music instructors from the
ls of New Mexico. More th an
u sic educators and 800 stufrom most of the schools in
Mexico were in attendance:
is the largest number of mustructors ever to attend.
guest conductors publicly
need that the student musicin the All State groups were
11 as , or better prepared than
other group they had cond. Such fine preparation and
ation exhibited by the stucertainly is a direct reflecon the day to day guidance
instruction students are reg f r o m their instructors,
1 organizations, and parents.
cognition is made of the many
educators who have attended
after year making great and
fish contributions towards
ving Music Educators in the
ls of New Mexico.
ve you given thought to why
how the New Mexico Edus All State Music Festival and
rvice Conference is able to

chairman of the Striing Orchestra
and Ron Fuss, chaiirman of the
Symphony Orchestrca. Also, congratulations to the Albuquerque
Heights Jr. Honor Orchestra and
their conductor, Mr .. Bonnell, for
their au tstanding pe~rformance in
the Honors Concert on Thursday
night. The All-Statce Orchestras
again performed welll, with an especially fine String Orchestra performance under Mr. Milan Svambera of El Paso, amd the Symphony Orchestra und:ler Mr. Giora
Bernstein of Coloracdo.
Conductor for the 1979 Symphony Orchestra willl be Mr. Abraham Chavez , concductor of the
El Paso Symphony (Orchestra. He
has chosen the follO\wing program:
Overture to ' La F 'orza del
Destina' (Verdi)
Symphony No. .5 (Shostako vichr:' Finale.
The String Orches,tra conductor
will be Mr. Eugene Lombardi, conductor of the Arizoma State University, and his pro~gram will b e
as follows:

Psalm and Fugue (Horahness)
Adagio for Strings (Barber)
Third number to be announced.
The committee chosen to review
and choose etudes for the 1978 auditions consisted of the following:
Sharlyn Taylor, Ci b o 1 a High
School; Betty Kephart, private
viola instructor; Dorothy Kempter,
New Mexico Symphony Orchestra;
and Art Sheinberg, Albuquerque
and Valley High Schools. The audition etudes are as follows:
Violins: Kreutzer No . 2, bowings
35 and 37
(start 14 measures from end)
Viola: Kreutzer No. 3
Cello: Merk No. 4 (also available in Shroeder Vol. 3)
Bass: Simandl No. 5
Please keep in mind the June
deadline for honor group tapesit would be nice to have orchestral
representation on that program
again this year.
Good 1uck with all your spring
activities - especially large group
festivals.
,:, Audition Title

maintain the high stcandard of performance , demonstrmtion, exhibits,
and workshops e ach yYear? I believe
it is because of decdicated effort
and service by NM l'MEA officers,
John 0 . Walker , P rresident; Dave
Buhman, Vice Prernident; Carol
Brashear, Vice Prresident; Don
Hardisty, Vice Pres3ident; Duane
Bowen, Editor New Mexico Musician; District Presi ·dent, and the
many persons who accepted assignments and fulfillled those assignments to the best : of their abilities. What contributtion have you
made? If you have mot had an assignment, please spe=ak or drop a
line to a District Offiicer or a state
officer. There are ahways plenty of
jobs to be done. Get : involved and
enjoy life to a higherr degree.

. !.".!.!.!.! ········= ··········~==-'.'._..:.·=··········· ·;-;-;-;-:I

I have often writt~n and spoken
concerning the qualiity of the music program each of you are producing in your locall school. With
the competition for sschool support
dollars becoming
greater and
greater, each of you meeds to make
sure the program is: reaching
every child; helping~ the child in
developing self-confiidence; devel-

"SERVING THE AREA
SINCE 1953 "

(Continued on ]Page 6)
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House of
Music
118 Main, Clovis
763-5041
Sands Center, Portales
356-4242

BAND INSTRUMENTS
PIANOS, ORGANS
SHEET MUSIC

Personal Attention
To All Orders
REPAIRS
.;-;;-;-;-;;-;-;-.................................... = ··=··•····!·.!!'_'.!'I

BAND VEEP COLUMN

DAVID BUHMAN

I hope all the clinics and meetings at the recent All-State InService Conference proved to be
informative and helpful. Any sugHELTMAN
(Continued from Page 5)

oping better reading and communication skills. Practically every
school system in New Mexico is
facing declining enrollment and
with every child not on the roll
of a school as much as $2,000 may
be lost to the school budget. Many
school systems will be facing the
problem of a reduction in staff and
program. I strongly urge you to
strengthen your program through
the best possible instruction you
can give.
For several years, I have been
writing in this column concerning
the role of the arts in General Education. A National Oragnization
sponsored by the John F. Kennedy
Center for the performing arts in
Washington, D.C. has given much
effort to bringing art, dance, and
drama for elementary and secondary schools in New Mexico.
Recently the House of Representatives of New Mexico passed
the following Memorial:
Whereas, the House of Representatives of New Mexico is aware
that certain school districts in the
State do not have adequate arts in
general programs;

year 's Conference would be appreciated.
My special thanks and appreciation for all their hard work goes
to John Schutz and Bill Ellison
who co-chaired the Symphonic
Band and to Ralph Montes and
Tim Wadley who co-chaired the
Concert Band this year.
We have two outstanding clinicians for next year. John Paynter,
Northwestern University, will be
back to do the Symphonic Band
and Dale Kennedy, Richland College, will do the Concert Band.
As of this printing neither programs have been selected. I will
make an effort to have the programs se·1ected in the near future.
The due date for all tapes,
scores, and permission letters for
the Honor Groups is June 15, 1978.
Please mail these to Dave Buhman,
1825 S. Candlelight Dr., Las Cruces, N.M. 88001. Remember there
is no rotation of the classifications.
This year all classes are eligible
to be considered for the Honor

gestions you might have for
Group. The rules and regula
for Honor Groups are printed
where in this magazine. Let's
those tapes in on time.
The scales for next year's
ditions will be Ab and D M
their relative minor scales i
three forms two octaves w
practical and the chromatic
within the practical range o
instrument.
In closing I would like to t
everyone for their support
help this year. Best of luck in
year-end activities.
Dave Buhman

Whereas , certain children in the
state of New Mexico could be denied their right to a creativeaesthetic education;
Whereas , the Minimum Standards for Education in New Mexico,
neither state qualitatively or quantitively the minimum standard for
art, music, dance, or drama;
Whereas, there is neither a state
curriculum guide or resource to
insure quality arts program in the
schools of New Mexico, and
Whereas, art, music, dance, and
drama can be considered as basic
to developing communication skills
as reading and writing, especially
in a linguage bilingual population.
Now, therefore, be it resolved by
the House of Representatives of
the State of New Mexico that the
State Board of Education undertakes a study to explicitly define
the quantitive elements necessary
in an optimal educational program
in all art, music, dance, and drama
in the public schools of New Mexico, and
Be it further resolved that progress reports of this study be sent
to the legislative school study committee every four months; and

Be it further resolved that
State Board of Education pres
report of its findings, together
all recommendations and prop
for changes in standards, rules
regulations as a result of the s
to the First Session Thirty-Fa
Legislative; and
Be it further resolved that c
of this Memorial be transmitt
the State Board of Education
the Legislative School Study
mittee.
The significance o this
morial to the State Board of
cation is considerable. If art
cataors can provide well def
Goals and Objectives and S
and Sequence of learning ex
enced which will be basic t
learning for children and the
Board of Education will adopt
definitions, the arts in genera1
ucation could contribute muc
solving some of the basic prob
in Education.
If I may be of further se
or assistance, please do not
tate to contact me. Call or w
Rollie V. Heltman, Music Spe
ist, State Department of Ed
tion, Santa Fe, NM 87501. Ph
827-5391.
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Q,LLEGE /UNIVERSITY
VEEP COLUMN

R. DONALD M. HARDISTY

ith a profound sense of honor
professional commitment, I
forward to serving as your
President of NMMEA. I am
emely pleased that you have
en to place this trust in me,
at a later date I shall speak
ngth regarding this new resibili ty.
e current business of the Coland University Division of our
nization follows. The distinged guests and clinicians of the
All-State and In-Service connee contributed to the resoundsuccess of the assembly and,
e Board is presently making
s for next year, we need your
estions for participants of
comparable distinction and
re.
ay I digress somewhat further
express appreciation to all of
in attendance at the C/ U sess this past year. Also, Presis Klotman and Harrell, and
rles Gary were extremely
sed with the professional status
ur All-State and conference.
asked that their expressions
ppreciation and compliments
xtended to the entire member. Dr. Klotman, in particular,
most generous in his praise
rding the State and the hospiy of all those with whom he

attend last January, we sincerely
regret your absence. We dco hope
you are cognizant of the many
multi-faceted b en e f i t s which
NMMEA has to offer, and that you
plan to be present next year. For
those chronic inactive professors
and teachers, may they come to
know the dangers of opera ing in
their own "mental vacuum," oblivious to the many profossional
and educational opportunities well
within their compass as active
NMMEA and MENC membiers.
As we look to a renewal cof professional efforts through ou.r work
and associations with the New
Mexico Music Educators Association, I once again ask you to forward lists of your "Music Jn Our
Schools Week" activities. Though
the actual week of March 6-12 has
preceded this column, I wish to
thank those of you who s,ent an
advance notice of your p1lanned
activities. (Did any of you see the
60-second MIOSW televisiom spots
featuring Doc Severinson of the
TONIGHT Show? No specific
dates are mentioned durimg the

advertisement, and since it is being
presented by MENC and is a publice service announcement, you
may still get a chance to view it
on your local stations. If you have
a moment, write a thank you note
to the station manager for boosting music!) Please do not fail to
send me your MIOSW activities so
I may report them to Jo Ann C.
Baird, the National M I O S W
Chairperson. You may also wish
to follow the example of Virginia
Ebinger, our Vice President of
Elem.-Jr. High Music, who plans
to continue the MIOSW emphasis
for the entire month of March.
Many elementary school concerts
were also planned by John Damgaard in Santa Fe, and be certain
you read the article in this issue
by Sam Pemberton, the V/ P elect
for Band. As current President of
the Southeast District, Sam has
reported an outs tan ding agenda
for the MIOSW in Artesia, Carlsbad, Clovis, Hobbs, Portales, Roswell, Texico, Ft. Sumner, Jal, Mel rose, and Tatum. Remember,
(Continued on Page 9)

Ronald E.Jones Insurance
Mu ical Instrument Specialists

Send for information today.
R> onald E. fones Insurance
P.O. B,ox 9884. Houston. Texas 77015

who were unable to
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WESTERN NEW MEXICO UNIVERSITl
SILV ER CITY

Presents the First A nnua I

GILA SUMMER BAND CAMP
for

Junior and Senior High School Wind and Percussion Instrumentalists.
Grades 6 - 12

***
*
DR .
MR.
MR.
MR.

JUNE 18-24, 1978
GILA
GILA
GILA
JAZZ

**
**

SYMPHONIC BAND
CONCERT BAN D
BAND
ENSEMBLE

THEORY-R HYTHM READING
EAR TRAINING
BATON AND FLAG TWIRLING
DRUM MAJOR

DALE KENNE DY, Gila Symphonic Band Director of Bands, Richland College, Dallas, TX.
GLENN HAMBLIN, Gila Concert Band Direct or of Bands, Sunnyside High School, Tucson, AZ.
JOHN SCHUTZ, Gila Band Director of Ba ds, Lynn Junior High School, El Paso, TX.
AL ANDERSON, Gila Jazz Ensemble Director of Bands, Ysleta High School, El Paso, TX.

Plus an Outstanding
PUBLIC SCHOOL INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC STAFF

SUMMER MUSIC 1978
Workshops For Grad ates and Undergraduates
GUITAR WORKSHOP, ELEMENTARY

Woodwind Seminar: "Tricks That Click'

1 or 2 credits - June 12-16
HECTOR GARCIA, CLINICIAN

3 credits - June 26 - July 7
DR. WILLIAM B. TIETZE

UNIVERSITY CIVIC SUMMER BAND

GUITAR WORKSHOP, INTERMEDIATE

1 credit - June 6 - July 7
DR . WILLIAM B. TIETZE

1 or 2 credits - June 12-16
HECTOR GARCIA, CLINICIAN

SURVEY OF CONTEMPORARY MUSIC
3 credits -

GILA SUMMER BAND CAMP

FOR FURT

Write :

July 10-21

ROGER BRANDT

June 18-24

ER INFORMATION

Chairman, Music Department
Western
ew Mexico University
Silver City , New Mexico 88061
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I ORAL VEEP COLUMN

CHARLES RIVES
Nould like to thank everyone
helped make the 1978 All~ Convention a success. I am
n g forward to working for you
e interim Choral Vice Presiand I know I can count on
of you for support as I comthe term that Carol Brashear
nable to finish. I wish to exthe thanks of everyone who
ded the NMSU session on
~y night to Dr. Guy Webb and
hoir he presented. It was an
anding program!

r clinicians for next year will
r. Ronald Shirey from Texas
tian University M ix e d
us; and Ms. Margaret Hawkrom the Wisconsin Conservaof Music in Milwaukee WI' Chorus. Both of these clincome with the highest recendation and they should prous with another outstanding
tate in 1979.
e program selections chosen
ISTY
( Continued from Page 7)

W activities need not be limto March 6-12, and the mesthat " MUSIC IS BASIC " as
aimed by the current theme
be ever present.
other item of interest is exd to appear in the next issue
e MENC "MUSIC POWER"
tin distributed from the na1 office in May, 1978. The
r plans to include a short
e which I have written on
subject of " MENC At The
shold of Increased Power"
e I direct attention to the
em of an innumerable numf musicians/ teachers who adto the belief that they are not
c educators, per se. Though
work daily teaching students
ay instruments, conduct, sing,
ze, compose, et. al., their
oncept is that of singularly,
rmer/ artist and not music
tor. The article also includes
al paragraphs outlining our
Annual In-Service Conferand All-State, and, in this
I was able to get national cov-

by Ms. Hawkins appear to be both
interesting and challenging for the
Girls' Chorus.
The program she has sent is as
follows:
1. Regina Coeli, Brahms, Op 37
(latin) SSAA, a cappella,
Peters 66141
,:, 2. The Tambourine Player,
(English) SSAA, Schumann
a cappella, G. Schirmer
12073
3. Surrexit Pastor Bonus, Mendelssohn, (latin) SSAA-piano accomp. , Broude 167-9
4. Beau Soir, Debussy, (English) SSA a cappella, Marks
4479
5 . The Straw Guy, no composer
listed (English) SSAA, a cappella, Oxford 502
6. Will He Remember? from
Th re e Mountain Ballads ,
Nelson SSA-piano accomp.,
Elkan Vogel 362-03075
7. Charlottown, arr. Bryan,
(English) SSA - a cappella ,
Belwin Mills
,:, Audition Title

Mr. Shirley has also submitted
a very fine and demanding propram for you and your students to
enjoy. The following are his selections:
,:, 1. Tu Pcmpennn Ref ugiwn,
J osquin Des Prez, (la tin)
SATB, a cappella G. Schirmer 9565, 40 cents.
2. Gloria, from the Heiligmesse, F. J. Haydn Walton Publishers
3. Tomorrow Shall Be My
Dancing Day, John Gardner
Oxford Press 40 , 107, 40
cents.
4. John Saw duh Numbuh , arr.
Shaw Parker, G. Schrimer
a cappella, 45 cents.
5. Alleluia, Old German Melody, arr. Roger Wagner,
Lawson-Gould, G. Schirmer,
45 cents.
6. Lacrymosa (from the Requiem) W . A. Mozart ed.
Lara Hoggard, Shawnee
Press
7. Festival Te Deum, 11enj amin
(Continued on Page 10)

erage for NMMEA.
In closing, our n ew ly elected
State MEN C Student President,
Roland Salas from Wes tern , repor ts a very active group of students work diligently to attend the
National Convention in Chicago,
April 12-16. May all our professors
and New Mexico Music Educators
be as inspired with a similiar burst
of enthusiasm! P e rhaps y ou will be
interested to know the following

m embers are planning to represent NMMEA : President Walker,
Rollie Heltman , and Duane Bowen. Dr. Charles West and I will
represen t NMSU on the convention program. Also attending will
b e Harriet Heltman and Dr. Guy
Webb. We are hoping to " invade
Chicago with New Mexico Sunshine!" Won't you plan to join us?
Respectfully submitted.
Donald M. Hardisty

BALDWIN PIANOS
The Million Sellers

Holton-Leblanc
· Reynolds-Vito
Ludwig-Lewis
Band Instruments

7017 Menaul N.E.-Albuquerque
298-6794
16 YEARS SERVIN G, f\JEW M [X IC' O
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RIVES
(Continued from Page 9)

Britten, Organ accomp. Boosey and Hawkes, $1.50.
8. Ye Followers of the LambEdwin Earle Ferguson, Associated Music Publishers a586, 45 cents.
,:, g, Streets of Laredo, arr. Ralph
Hunter, Lawson-Gould TTBB (men's chorus selection).
,:, Audition Titles
As you can see, both lists are
comprehensive and very challenging. The Choral Committee met
during the last day of All-State
and several topics of interest
were discussed. It was suggested
that the audition center chairman
be allowed to tell persons late for
their All-State auditions to wait
until the end of the day. It seems
some schools are showing up late
for auditions and making other
schools late in waiting for them to
finish. Please be sure that you
allow ample travel time to your
audition center so that you will
not lose your place in the audition
schedule. A new audition center
location in the Northeast district
was discussed. If you are from that
district and feel that there would
be a better place than Los Alamos,
please contact Vidal Gallegos or
Sam Jamison and let then.1. know
of your feelings during your
spring meeting. The executive
committee will not make any
changes without the majority of
the district making the request for
a change.
I would implore all of the choral
members to read the audition procedures in the New Mexico Musician Magazine! Many of the
problems discussed in the choral
committee meeting could have
been easily solved if the persons
involved had READ THE MAGAZINE! If you are planning to move
out of state or plan to take a new
job, please leave your replacement
a copy of the magazine and state
NMMEA Constitution and By-laws.
The Albuquerque representative
Bob Brown offered to tape the
choral audition number for schools
that are having accompanist problems. Send a blank tape and one
dollar to Lyn Loomis, 3828 Mesa
Verde, Albuquerque, NM 87106

NEW MEXICO MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
JANUARY 11, 1978
The New Mexico Music Educators Board of Directors l\Ternbers 811d Cance r
Persons met Wednesday, January 11 , 1978 . in the Green Room of the Fine
Center on the campus of th e Uni vcrsi t y or NL:w 1\1exico.
The meeting was called to order by the President John 0. Walker 7:'iO P.
Those present :
PRESIDENT --------------_______ ·-JOHN 0. WALKER
VICE-PRESIDENT, BAND _______________________ DAVE BUHMAN
VICE-PRESIDENT , CHORUS ______
CAROL BR SHEAR
VICE-PRESIDENT , ORCHESTRA __ _ ___
_ ___ KIM THOMPSON
VICE-PRESIDENT , ELEM. & JI-IS ________
VIRGINIA EBI GER
VICE-PRESIDENT, UNIV. & COLLEGE
DON HARDISTY
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY ___________
ROLLIE V. HELTMAN
EDITOR. EW MEXICO MUSICIA
DUA E J. BOWEN
PAST PRESIDENT ___________________________
\VIN CHRISTIAN
NMAA ---- -- ---- - --------------- ________ ---- - ----··-- JAl\lES ODLE
PRESIDENT , DISTRICT 1, SW __ SIIERRY T 1\ YLOR. for Don Thorp, ill
PRESIDENT , DISTRICT 2, SE _ _ _
_ __ SAJ\l PEl\IBERTO
PRESIDENT, DISTRICT 3, W _ .
_ CARL KLOOSTETIMAN
PRESIDE T , DISTRICT 4. C
EDWARD II. l\L\RTINEZ
PRESIDENT , DISTRICT 5, E _______
_ _____ PHIL \VILSO
PRESIDENT , DISTRICT 6, CENTRAL _____
ROBERT W . BOUMA
PRESIDENT , DISTRICT 7, ALBUQUERQUE
____ _ ___ _ BILL WACH
Others: Bob Brown ; Harold V8n \Vinklc: \V yn nc IL.11Tc.:l . President. ::i. \\ ' .
ME C; Robert I-I. Klotnrnn. President 1 ENC: J ohn Yip : Tn1cl~ ·
Barbara Silva; Louis Ballard: Paul Parthun .
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEET! G
Coffee and donuts were provided b y I Iarold Van Winkle.
APPROVAL OF MI UTES OF
UGUST 1301\RD OF DrnECTOTIS
Sam Pemberton moved, seconded by Hobert \V. Bouma that the minutes of
August mee ting of the Nl\1MEA Board of Directors as printc'd in tlw F.111 issu"
the cw Mexico Musician , be approved. Motion Passed
NEW MEXICO ACTIVITIES ASS0C£ATl0
REPORT
James Odle, Executive Secretary , Nl\IAA. nskcd about th<' nuidoso Chambc
Commerce Marching Band Contest. Th ·s item was referred to the Band Sectio
John 0. Wa1kcr introclucec\ RolPt l ll . Klotmc.\\1 , Prc~i lent. ;\lf.NC and \V
J . Harrell , President , S.W . Division, !\.IE C .
MINORITY AWAHENESS COMJ\IISSLO
Louis W. Ballard , Chairman reported that the Commission had 111et October
They are planning to pursue a g rant 78-79 for an ethnic music festival. This c
mission would like to act as a clearing house for e thnic repertory .rnd ethnic
source peop le. Ballard conducted an Indi an Band at the I1edskins gnnw that
(Continued Next Page)

and he will see that you get the
choral aucli lion number on tape to
assist your students in learning the
piece. I have been instructed b y
the committee to write the judges
concerning the tonal memory se lections to be used. We will try to
see that the judges are consistent
in their application of this portion
of the audition. Finally, please let
me encourage you to submit a tape
to me for the committee selection
of an Honor Choir for next year!
I was a little ernbarrased that
there was no choral representatives on the Honors Concert this
yea r. Any level may submit a tape
this year. The tape should include
three or more selections represen-
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tative of the group you plai
bring. I can speak from experie
when I tell yo u that our pre
ta tion on the Honors Concert
trul y a great ex pe ri ence and it
far reachi ng positive implicati
in my program here at Ros
High School. Please don't be
modest! Send us a tape and le
cosnider you for a position on
concert next year. Ali tapes n
to be: s nt to 1r. Charles Riv
Roswell High School, 500
Hobbs, Rosw ell ,
I 88201 by J
15. 1978. Best wishes to all of
for c1 successful year and let
know if I can be or help.
Respectfully submitted,
Charles Rives

:lD MEET ING-(Continued)
b es represented in the grou p . Concern was expressed b y the m embe r s of th e
1ission as to h ow try outs are conducted , and how people are chosen for audiat all -State, and h ow m u sic is selected.
'.obert Klotman stated that there are many minorities that have contributed
1sic in America.
lopies of correspondence from Benny Trujillo to Rollie Heltman and Heltman's
se were presented t o those present.

C IN OUR SCH OOLS
on Hardisty, Chairman, reported that the theme for MIOSW is " Music Is
' March 6-10 , 1978. He asked for reports about school music programs during
eek.

IDENT 'S REPORT
h e President's Report was given by John 0. Walker.
Recommended that members vote for the MENC Constitution Revision
NMMEA and MENC membership is at its highest .
MENC National Conference, Chicago, April 11-15 , 1978
NMMEA Constitutional Amendments
Phil Wilson m oved, Sam Pemberton seconded, the proposed amendment to
the NMMEA Constitution Article V, that the petition of Quay county to be
re-assigned to District 5 from District 2 be approved. Motion Passed.
Virginia Ebinger moved , Ed Martinez seconded , that the Board of Directors
approve the proposed amendment to the NMMEA Constitution, Artivle V,
that the editor of the New Mexico Musician be made a member of the Executive Committee. Motion Passed .
Invitation for 1979 All-State
The University of New Mexico and New Mex ico State University extended
invitations for the 1979 All-State.
Other
A genda for general membership meeting
{1) Constitutional Amendments
(2) Invitations for 1979 All State
(3) Report of Nominating Committee, Win Christian, Chairman
(4) Certification renewal credit
(5) A course for music Educators to fulfill the reading requirement will
be offered at ENMU, June 1978.
(6) Wynne J. Harrell , President, SW Division MENC
(7) Charles Gary, former Executive Secretary MENC
(8) Robert H . Klotman, President, MENC

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY

Records
trom your taoes
AS EASY AS

R·P·C

STUDENT CHAPTER REPORT
on H nrdisty repor ted that t w o luncheon meetings a r e planned dur ing AllMembership in the Student MENC Chapters : ENMU 24 , Western New Mex' UNM 77, and NMSU 16.
MEXICO MUSICIAN REPORT
u ane J. Bowen, Editor, reported that the magazine is partially supported by
ising and subscriptions.
Bishop's bill ________ ___ $2,028.56
dvertising
dvertising _________ __ __ $1,453.00
Paid - - ----------------- 1,150.00

bscribers

________ __ ___ _

3.00

$1,456.00
h e magazine lab els are provided by the Secretary. Please notify him of adcha nges as t he Post Office cha rges us fo r this service .

ICT P RESIDE NTS REPORTS
ee att ached)
STA TE A UDITION REPORT
Participation and financial r epo rt
Audition Team Repo rt-Bowen
Audition Dates a nd Sites, 1978
November 12-16
Choral
Novembe r 27- 30
Instrumen tal
Sites were not selected pending resolution of audition p roblems a s repo rted
by Duane Bowen.
L REVIEW :

ALL-STATE MUSIC FESTIVAL AND
INSERVICE CONFERENCE PROGRAM
Vice Presidents Reports (see Veep Columns this issue)
Due to the resignation of Carol Brashear as Choral Vice P r esident John 0.
Walker recommended that Charles Rives be appointed t o fulfill the te rm.
Robert W . Bouma moved and Don Hardisty, seconded that Charles Rives be
(Continued on Page 13)
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Your own programs . . . faithfull y r Pp ro du c l'd o n th e fin e st
qualit y re co rds o r c a ss ett e s . In
a huge se lec tion o f e x c lu s ivP
!{PC album co v e r d e signs, co n te mporary or traditi o nal , with
personali ze d imprinting both
front and r e ar , and shrinkpa c kag e d for th1! last word in
sal e s appeal.
Simply s e nd your own r e corded
tap e s directly to RPC and its
skilled sound engineers . Your
completed records will b1!
shipped to you in just H days.
You get th e highest professio n a l
quality, the fastest d e livery, and
the lowest possiblP cost when
you dea l direct ly with RPCt h e oldes t and most experience d
co mp a n y of i ts kind, serv in g
m ore th a n 10,000 sc h oo ls a nd
p erfor mi ng gro u ps si n ce 19-18.

Send for free "how to" literature .

l~IOI
RECORDED PUBLICATIONS CO.
1 55 8 P ie r ce A v e nu e
C amd e n , N .J 0810 5 • (609] 90 ~- 3000

ROADHUNN-E R MUSIC CAMPS 1978
Have a fun -f illed week of swim ming, tennis , softball , basketball, volleyball - dancing, pic nicking, movies - all combin ed with expert instruction in
your special field of music .
Outstanding artist - teachers
joining the Roadrunner Camp
this year include Joseph Banowetz, North Texas State University; Stephen Bardas, North
Texas State Un iversity; Dorothy
Bishop , Un iversity of Southern
Cal ifornia ; Thomas Sch uma cher
Un iversity of Maryland .
Dr. Guy Webb , department
chairman, and other members
of the NMSU music faculty will
be your hosts.

ACTIVITIES
Lab Bands
June 4-10
(Sam Trimble , director)

Brass Choir
Workshop
June 4-10
(Sam Trimble, director)

Piano Workshop
June 4-17
(Dr. William Leland,
director)

Chamber Music
Workshop
for Strings
June 4-17
(Dr. Marianna Gabbi,
director)

Percussion Camp
June 11-17
(Kevin Lepper, director)

COSTS
Pride Band Ca mp- June 4-1 0
$100- room, board, tuition
($50 off-campus)
Pride Auxiliary Camp- June 11-17
$100- room, board, tuition
($50 off-campus)
Percussion Camp-June 11-17
$100- room, board, tuition
($50 off-campus)
Clarinet Camp--June 11-17
$100-room, board, tu ition
($50 off-campus)
Band Director's WorkshopJune 15-16
$30-workshop fee
Piano and Chamber Music
Workshop-June 4-17
$55 per week-tuition (room &
meals available on campus)

PRIDE Band
June 4-10
(Tim Lautzenheiser,
director)

Band Auxil iary
June 11-17
(Tim Lautzen hei ser,
director)

Band Director's
Workshop
June 15-16
(Tim Lautzenheiser.,
director)

Clarinet Choir
Workshop
(Dr. Charles West,
director)

1978 ROADRUNNER MUSIC CAMPS (Application deadline: May 10, 1978)
Name _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
Address _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ __
(street & number)

(city)

(state)

(zip)

(state)

(zip)

School _ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
(city)

(name)

Instrument or area of specialization _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
Camp(s) attending _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _
Will you be staying

ON-CAMPUS _ _

Do you plan to enroll for college credit?

OFF-CAMPUS _ _

YES _ _ _

NO _

_

A Non-Refundable Deposit Of $10 Must Accompany Application. Balance of fees due at registration.
Mail To: DR. GUY WEBB, BO~ 3F, NMSU, LAS CRUCES, N.M. 85001
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. D MEETING-(Continued)
appointed to complete the term of Choral Vice President. Mottion Passed.
:> . Harold Van Winkle reported on the General Arrangements for All-State.
He noted a few last minute changes. Copies of the All-State arrangements
were distributed by Van Winkle.
Concert arrangements were reviewed by Walker. Each vice president is in
charge of stage arrangements for the individual performing groups. The district presidents are in charge of the doors.
There were twenty-five companies participating in the Exhibitor's area.
Heltman urged everyone to visit the exhibits .

BUSINESS
. Spring and Summer Meetings, Dates - Executive Committee and Board of
Directors
The executive committee will meet in Roswell, March 4-5, 1978. The Board
of Directors meeting was suggested for August 5-6, 1978, to be held in Albuquerque .
. There is not a student observer
Slide and Sound Show-Win Christian
Win reported that the Slide and Sound Show had been in all the districts.
It was lost once by the bus company for which they reimbur·sed Win. The
show is still available for postage one way--just call Win .
. Memorial Presentation-Walker
The Memorial Plaque for Augusta Spratt will be presented to her husband,
Jack Spratt, and Bernice McDonald, Artesia School. The plaque will be placed in the auditorium.
e being no further business the meeting adjourned.
Respectfully Submitted
Rollie V. Heltman
Executive Secretary

CHORAL VICE-PRESIDENT REPORT

11 plans are final for the 1978 All-State Choral grou ps . There atre many fine
s to attend with something for everyone. Hopefully everything will be executmake this year's All-State a success.
would like to personally thank the many individuals that helped to make this
s All-S tate run smoothly. First, to the chairman of the choral giroups, Wayne
rson and Ben Canfield , a great big thank you. Also, to the many aissistants that
"lee to a smooth c1inic. Certainly, hats go off to Dr. Hirt, Dr. Dorazs, Merrily
ell , Dr. Guy Webb and Don Collins for the excellent clinic work.
t is with deep regret that I must submit my resignation as Choral Vice-Presiand would love to continue but cannot due to family circmm,t ances. Thank
or an opportunity to serve New Mexico. My first love will nlwaiys be Choral
in New Mexico and its progress.
Respectfully Submitted,
Carol Brashear,
Choral Vice-President

ORCHESTRA MEETI NG REPORT
he meeting was called to order by Vice-President Kirn Thompsom at 3:00 p.m.
nuary 12 in room 1111 of the Fine Arts Building on the University of New
o campus .
978 All-State procedures were discussed and percentages were lle ft the same
e rcent etude, 30 percent solo , 30 percent excerpts, and 10 percent scale) with
llowing procedural changes:
It was moved by Don Beene and seconded by Ted Rush to have a
ommittee appointed by the Vice-President to choose the etudes, with an
ye toward aiming them at the more average student, rather than at the
e ry top few. The motion passed unanimously.
It was moved by Don Beene and seconded by Jim Bonnell that the
xcerpts from the orchestral selections be reduced from three to ttwo. The
otion passed unanimously. It was also suggested that if a studcent plays
e more difficult of the excerpts well, that the auditioner would not need
hear the easier one. This would be left to the discretion of the auditioner.
linician choices were as follows:
Symphony
. George Trautwein, Tucson Symphony
. Abe Chavez, El Paso Symphony
. Robert Emile, Lincoln Symphony

String
1. Eugene Lombardi, ASU

2. James Rives Jones, SMU
3. Clarence Shaw, Plnoenix
4. Paul Ellsworth , Texas Tech
h ere was a great deal of discussion concerning the honor group program at
tate with a motion made by Ted Rush and seconded by Don Beene to abolish
stral participation in the program . The motion failed and the honor group
am will remain.
n der new business, Roger Woodle brought up the possibility of a state large
(Continued o n P age 14)
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NEW MEXICO ALL-STATE
HONOR GROUPS
PROCEDURE
A. PURPOSE: To Present Concerts at All -State Music Festival
1. To recognize outstanding
student achievement in a
musical performing group.
2. To provide outstanding performing groups an opportunity to perform at All State for their peers.
3. To provide students motivation for greater achievement
in music performance .
4. To provide teachers and students an opportunity to hear
fine student musical groups
which they may not hear
during the school year in
their school situation.
5. To inspire teachers and students to maintain high standards of instruction and performance.
B. SELECTION PROCEDURES
1. Auditioning groups must
submit " perfonrnmce" tapes
to the Selection Committee,
of concert numbers from the
previous year only. One year
previous to the elate of the
Selection Committee meeting will be the time limit
for performnnce of numbers
used for audition.
2. Three scores of each number
must also be provided for
the Selection Committee
with the School Name marked out. The tapes will be
numbered by are8 VicePresident so (ideally) no one
will know who is performing at the time of the audition . Any engineering, editing or tampering in any
way with the audition tapes
after the actual performance
is expressly prohibited.
3. Either monaural or stereo
are accpetable, except that
tapes must have no more
than two tracks , on fourtrack recording , use tracks
one and three , and be sure
that tracks two and four are
blank. Recording must be in
one direction only. Extra
length or 112 mil. tape whi ch
(Continued o n Page 14)

HONOR GROUPS
(Continued from Page 13)

may stretch is not recommended because of the possible distortion with the
best playback at the time of
audition.
4. Auditioning groups must
also provide, at the time of
audition proof in the form
of a letter from local Superintendent or S ch o o 1
Board , that if selected , they
have permission and will be
able to perform at the AllState Music Festival and
Conference . J uni o r High
School groups may be excepted where local restrictions by local School Policy
prevent Junior High groups
from traveling out of town.
5. Honor groups will be notified no later than September 15 regarding their se lection to perform at Allstate.

C. QUALIFICATION: The Director submitting Audition Tapes
must be a NMMEA Member in
good standing at the time of
audition. selection and performance.
1. If the director of the selected Honor Group changes,
that group is then ineligible.
Also, when a school classification changes, it must
enter the Honor Group competition in the new classification.
D. DATE OF SUBMITTING
TAPES:
1. Audition tapes, statements,
nnd scores must be submitted by June 15 (Postmark) to the area VicePresident or his designate,
and final selection must be
made prior to the August
NMMEA Board of Directors
Meeting.
E. FREQUENCY OF PERFORM ANCE:
1. Performing Groups cannot
be chosen in consecutive selection years, i.e. a group
performing this year is ineligible to be selected the
next year. Once every four
(Continued on P age 16)

SECTION MEETINGS-(Continued)
group festival for those groups receiving first division ratings at their district
tivals. Mr. Woodle asked for our consideration on this matter-no action was t a]
at this time.
The meeting was adjourned at 3:50 p .m.

BA N D SECTIONAL MEETING

The meeting was called to order by Band Vice-President Dave Buhman.
first item on the agenda was the selection of candidates for the 1979 All-State
cert and Symphonic Bands. The following clinicians were selected for the
Symphonic Band: Francis McBeth ; John Paynter ; Donald Hunsberger ; Robert
nolds; Wm Hill; Frank Bencrischutto; and Kenneth Coldwell. The following cl
ians were selected for the 1979 Concert Band. Dale Kennedy; Robert Reyn
Claude Smith; Richard Strange; Dave Goedecke: Ray Cramer ; and Melba
Nixon.
All-State audition material selection and procedures were discussed and No
Howell moved, seconded by Art Dempsey, that the Band V / p be empowere
select next year's audition materials from the Texas Class I or II solo list,
that the number of movements be up to the discretion of the Band V / P. Mo
Carried!
The corresponding dates for the All-State Auditions for the Wind, Percuss
and Strings will be Nov . 27-30.
A letter from Tom Hansen , Principal Ruidoso High School , to James
Executive Secretary New Mexico Activities Association, related to the Aspen
activities at Ruidoso every October and a request to have the NMMENC end
the Parade and a Marching Band Contest was read by Dave Buhman. The di
sion reveiled this would be in conflict with the other Marching Contests in the
part of the State and there could .be other facts, not presented, for us to en
such activity.
Jess Lara Moved that the Band Section recommend to the Board of Dire
that we do not endorse the Aspencade activities.
Seconded by Ralph Mo
Motion Carried!
Honor Group procedures and deadlines were discussed in some length.
Young suggested that the honor group be selected at a different time of year.
Ramsey suggested that out of state honor groups be considered. Sam Pembe
suggested an open procedure be followed and that worthy groups from throug
the state be considered. Further discussion proved fruitless in any solutio •
Committee: Jim Young - Chairman, Sam Pemberton, Ross Ramsey and Win Ch
ian; will look into the Honor Groups and report to the Band V / P by the M
Meeting.
Jack Reynolds asked what action had been taken by the state NMME
concerning the reading requirements. Rollie Hcltman explained the actions ta
by severa1 organizations and the fact that the reading requirements are he
stay. Rollie also pointed out that there are two Universities offering rea
courses this summer which will be related to the Music Content Field.
Music In Our Schools Week will be March 6-12. All activities during this
should be reported to Dr. Hardisty, Dr. Bowen, or Dave Buhman.
Any change in ;address you have should be sent to Rollie because no mai
being forwarded to a new address. It was suggested that the District Presid
see that any address changes in their district be cleared up at their next meet
The meeting was adjourned!

NEW MEXICO MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION
GENERAL MEMBERSHIP BUSINESS MEETING
ALBUQUERQUE 1 NEW MEXICO
JANUARY 13, 1978
The NMMEA General Membership Business Meeting was held in Keller
UNM, January 13, 1978.
President John 0 . Walker called the meeting to order. He introduced the
Presidents.
Vice President, Band:
Dave Buhman
Vice President, Chorus :
Carol Brashear
Vice President, Orchestra:
Kim Thorn.pson
Vice President, Elem. & JHS :
Virginia Ebinger
Vice President, Univ. & College:
Don Hardisty
Walker announced that Carol Brashear had resigned and Charles Rives
finish her term.
The District Presidents were introduced:
President, District 1, SW
Sherry Taylor, for Don Thorp
President , District 2, SE
Sam Pemberton
President , District 3, NW
Carl Kloosterman
President, District 4, NC
Edward H . Martinez
President, District 5, NE
Phil Wilson
President , District 6, Central
Bob Bouma
(Continued on Page 16)
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OOCilE & BACH
Sheet Music & Records
E SERVE ALL NEW MEXICO
... AND WE ARE PROUD
TO SERVE YOU

f• •f

901//
..Q l.
(Q
~

~j\ ~I~
I
SHEET MUSIC & RECORDS

•

nnounc1ng •• ••
A very 'SPECIAL' special from BOOGIE & BACH

- FREE POSTAGE on any sheet music or recorded music order
to ANYWHERE
- CALL IN YOUR ORDER -

in
OR -

NEW MEXICO
,MAIL US YOUR ORDER-

WE WILL SHIP IT TO YOU W ITH ALL POSTAGE PAID!

BOOGIE & BACH SHEET MIUSIC & RECORDS
WOODY and GLORIA WILSON, OWNERS
I

EN ROAD SHOPPNG CENTER -

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501 -
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(SOS) 988-5700

HONOR GROUPS
(Continued from Page 14)

years in the most frequent
any group could be chosen.
2. CONCERT DATE S AND
TIMES: Concert dates and
times will be set by the Executive Committee according to the schedule of AllS ta te Events. Performances
nmst be kept to a maximum
of thirty (30) minutes in
length.
D. CLASSIFICATIONS: Classifications are based on a schools
average daily membership as of
October 1 of each year.
1. Class: AAAA High School
(1201 or more students);
AAA High S c h o o l (401
through 1200 students); AA
High School (151 through
400 students); A High
School (up through 150 students); Mid-High School will
be one class below the HS
Class.
CCC Junior High (500 or
more students); CC Junior
High (up through 499 grades
7, 8, 9); C Junior High (500
or more-grades 7, 8, 9, or
6, 7, 8).

DD Junior High (250 through
499-grades 7, 8, or 6, 7, 8).
E Elementary
,: , ,:, Unclassified
College
,:,~'UNCLASSIFIED GROUPS-Unclassified g r o up s (non-school
groups) must have special permission from the NMMEA Executive Committee to audition
or perform as an Honor Group.
PE R F OR M IN G COST: EACH
GRO UP SELECTED TO P ER~
FO RM AT A LL-STATE WI LL
BE RESPONSIB LE FOR ALL
EX P EN SES INVOVED IN THE
PER FORMANCE.

ARTICLES, NEWS
REPORTS
FOR FALL ISSUE
DUE
JULY 15, 1978
Help Us Keep You

Informed
Thanks-Editor

BUSINESS MEETING-(Continued)
President, District 7, Albuquerque
Bill Wach
Walker also introduced Charles Gary, former Executive Secretary of MEI\
President Walker thanked Bill Rhoads and Harold Van Winkle for all
University efforts for the Thirty-Fourth NMMEA All-State. He thanked Bob Fa
the chairman of the exhibits. There were twenty five exhibitors.
Win Christian, chairman of the nominating committee, announced the n01nl
tions for the NMMEA Officers. President: Don Hardisty, Ross Ramsey; Vice Pl
dent , Band: Sam Pemberton, Scott Ramsey; Vice President, Chorus: Wayne Anl
son, Marylinda Gutierrez; Vice President, Orchestra: Mary Helen Klare, Dee J
Reed; Vice President, Elementary-Junior High: Sheila Peacock, Priscilla Zimli
mann; Vice President, University-College: Willaim Tietze, Harold Van Winkle. ,
liam Ellison moved, Robert Baumo seconded that the nominations presented by
nominating committee be accepted. Motion passed.
Invitations for the 1979 All-State were received from New Mexico State l
versity and the University of New Mexico. Don Beene moved, seconded by Ge<
Murrey that the invitation from the University of New Mexico to host the
All-State, January 10-13, be accepted. Motion Passed.
Ben Canfield moved , Bob Sheets seconded, the proposed amendment to
NMMEA Constitution, Article V, that the petition of Quay County to be re-assij
to District 5 from District 2 be approved. Motion Passed.
Sam Jamison moved, seconded by Jim Young, that the proposed amendmer
the NMMEA Constitution, Article V, that the editor of the New Mexico Musi
be made a member of the Executive Committee. Motion Passed.
Rollie Heltman stated that including the exhibitors there were approximl
350 members registered for the Conference. Heltman announced that inseJ
credit for the workshop is available. There are participant evaluation forms t
completed for one hour of recertification credit. The election ballots will be Ji
eel by the middle of February. Win Christian is the election chairman.
John 0. Walker introduced Wynne J. Harrell, President S.W. Division of Ml
Wynne Harrell complimented Secretary Heltman and the Executive Board
a most successful conference. He thanked the Association for inviting him.
SW Division Conference will be February 2-5, 1979, at the Broadmoor Hotel, C
rado Springs, Colorado. Applications for performing groups will be available in
near future.
Mr. Harrell then introduced Dr. Robert W . Klotman. President, MENC. P1
dent Klotman spoke about " Music Is Basic to Education and Music Is Ba i
Life.' ' He stated that education has really never left the basics-the arts prall
ideas of what is basic to education and Arts are basic to everything we do.
The meeting adjourned .
Respectfully Submitted
Rollie V. Heltman
Executive Secretary

1978 AUDITION DATES, CENTERS, CHAIRMEN
CHORAL-November 13-17, 1978
November 13

Hobbs

November 14

Roswell

November 15

Las Cruces

November 16

Albuquerque

November 17

Los Alamos

Ben Canfield
2413 Roundup, 88240
Art Dempsey
17 Forest Drive, 88201
Guy Webb
Box 3F, NMSU, 88001
Dale Kempter
P.O. Box 25704, 87125
Don Beene
1500 44th St., 87544

INSTRUMENTAL-November 27-30, 1978
November 27

Roswell

November 28

Las Cruces

November 29

Albuquerque

November 30

Los Alamos

Art Dempsey
17 Forest Drive, 88201
Ross Ramsey
344 Phillips, 88001
Dale Kempter
P.O. Box 25704, 871 25
Don Beene
1500 44th St., 87544

l
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NEW MEXICO MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
MARCH 4-5, 1978
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO

President John 0. Walker called the meeting to order at Goddard High School
day, March 4, 1978, 9:00 A.M.
resent:
PRESIDENT ___ ___ ________________________________________ John 0 . Walker
VICE-PRESIDENT, BAND _________________________________ David Buhman
VICE-PRESIDENT, ORCHESTRA ________________ Kim Thompson
VICE-PRESIDENT, ELEMEN. & JHS . _____ _____ Virginia Ebinger
VICE-PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY / COL. ___________ Don Hardisty
EDITOR, THE NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN ______ Duane J. Bowen
1·
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY ------ - -- ------ ---- Rollie V. Heltm.an
~ohn 0. Walker announced the names of the new officers elected to serve from
a ry 1979 through January 1981. President - Don Hardisty; Vice-President,
- Sam Pemberton; Vice-President, Chorus - Wayne Anderson; Vice-President,
estra - Mary Helen Klare ; Vice-President , Elem. & JHS - Priscilla Zimmer' Vice-President, University / College - Harold Van Winkle.
he National Parks Concerts are held at the President's Park on he Ellipse ,
ington, D.C. June 3-September 2, 1978. Don Hardisty moved , seconded by
les Rives, that school performing groups from New Mexico who apply for the
er concerts 1978, will need state association approval. Motion passed . Walker
applications for performing groups for S W Division MENC, Colorado Springs ,
rado , February 2-5, 1979. Tapes must be sent to John 0. Walker by May 1,
(See article)

f

IEW OF 1978 ALL-STATE
Participation-Rollie V. Heltman
There were 302 NMMEA members registered and 7 non-members. 800 students participated as follows:
CONCERT BAND ________________ 121
SYMPHONIC BAND _____________ 105
GIRLS CHORUS ________________ _139
MIXED CHORUS ________________ 228
STHING ORCHESTRA ----------- 59
SYMPHONIC ORCHESTRA ______ 88
NNING FOR 1979 ALL-STATE MUSIC FESTIVAL
INSERVICE CONFERENCE
11 program material for All-State 1979 should be completed by July 1, 1978
ding clinics, workshops, chairmen, and assistants and sent to the Executive
tary.
Review of Audition Procedures
Dave Buhman moved, Duane Bowen seconded , to k eep the ruli1t1g for AllState try-outs that allows a student to try out only for one gr oup or on
one instrument for All-State. Motion passed.
Audition Dates, Sites, Centers, Chairman
CHORAL AUDITIONS-NOVEMBER 13-17, 1978
November 13-Hobbs, Ben Canfield, 2413 Roundup , Hobbs, 88240
November 14-Roswell, Art Dempsey, 17 Forest Drive, Roswell , 88201
November 15-Las Cruces, Guy Webb, Box 3F NMSU, 88001
November 16-Alblif!uerque, Dale Kempter, P.O. Box 25704, 87125
November 17-Los Alamos, Don Beene. 1500 44th St reet, 87544
Charles Rives maved, seconded by Don Hardisty , that choral audihbns
for All-State be extefltled to a five day week with the addition of an midition center in the S.E. 9istrict. Motion passed.
RUMENTAL-NOVEMBER 27-30
November 27-Rosweil, Art Dempsey
November 28-Las Cruces, Ross L. Ramsey , 344 Phillips, 88001
November 29-Albuquerque, Dale Kempter
November 30-Los Alamos, Don Beene
VICE PRESIDENTS REPORTS (see articles this issue)
Virginia Ebinger moved, seconded by Dave Buhman that the elementaryJunior High and University / College sections each be granted funds for fee
and expenses for one conference clinician per year. Motion passed.
HONOR GROUPS
Don Hardisty moved, seconded by Dave Buhman, that Honor Groups will
be notified no later than September 15 regarding thei r selection to perform
at All-State. Motion passed .
uane Bowen , edition of the New Mexico Musician called attention to the fact
all articles published in the magazine are articles that have been sent to him.
(Continued on P age 18)
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KKY -TBS
CONVENTION
The biennial convention of the
district III chapters of Kappa Kappa Psi, honorary fraternity for college bandsmen, and Tau Beta
Sigma, honorary sorority for college bandswomen, was held on the
campus of Eastern New Mexico
University during March 3rd and
4th. Dignitaries present from TBE
were: Lenore Dolph - district III
counselor, Nadine Dorschler - national president, and Carol Blain member of the board of trustees.
KKY en.ioyed the presence of
Floren Thompson - district III governor, Bab Joyce - national member at large, and Richard Rodean national vice president. The many
business meetings were intersperced with sight reading bands and
concerts. The activities culminated
with a formal banquet at which
Dr. William Balwin delivered a
talk on John Philip Sousa. The
convention left the organizations
inspired and full of enthusiasm to
serve the bands of this region.
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KADDISH , McBeth (MD) ......... $40.00
A tonal memorial to J. Clifton Williams, who was McBeth 's teacher.
THE CENTAURS, Weiner (M) .... . 35.00
A practical contemporary work
written for summer band camp
use.
PRELUDIO E DANZA, Panerio (MD) . 35.00
Lush, brilliant, romantic - all fit
this newer work by the composer
of Jubiloso.
CHRONOLOG , Jared Spears (M) . . . 35 .00
We are proud of this addition to our
catalog by Mr. Spears, and we think
it is his best to date . Very practic·
ally written for performance by high
school groups.
GRANT US THY MERCY , Lotti ,
Arr. by C. R. Spinney (ME)

12.50

SOUTHERN MUS IC
COMPANY
P. 0 . BOX 329
SAN ANTON IO, TEXAS 78292

SOUTH EAST DISTRICT
CELEBRATES MUSIC
IN OUR SCHOOLS WEEK
By Sam Pemberton, Jr.
Schools from throughout the
Southeast district are continuing
to use MIOSW to remind friends
of music everywhere that "Music
is Basic". During the week of
March 6-12 , choral, band, stage
band, and guitar programs offered
a wide spectrum of music literature to fellow students and the
general public.
The ARTESIA Public Schools
presented a special MIOSW concert featuring an all-elementary
honor choir, the Zia Intermediate
School Choirs, Park Junior High
Choir, and High School Choir. All
music performed was by American
composers.
In CARLSBAD, Jerry Trout and
Hillard Cochran co-directed t h e
Mid-High variety show, "Something Big," on March 4th and 5th.
The annual All-City Vocal Festival held on March 7th presented
choral groups from each Carlsbad
elementary school and a massed
choir led by Carlsbad elementary
music faculty. On March 9th, the
annual All-City Band Night offered music performed by the two
junior high bands, the Mid-High
band, an the Carlsbad High School
Band, as well as an elementary
band consisting of beginners from
Carlsbad and Loving.
CLOVIS M uni c i p a 1 Schools
brought the "Music is Basic" concept to the public's attention
through a Sunday newspaper pictorial section, radio and television
promotionals, and daily newspaper
pictures and articles. An open
house was held March 6-10 with
parents being invited to observe
their children participate in music
classes and rehearsals. The annual
All-Choral Night featured an elementary honor choir composed of
fifth and sixth grade singers from
the twelve Clovis public elementary schools, and choral performances by the junior high and high
school choirs. The Clovis MIOSW
closed on Friday evening with
Yucca Junior I-Iigh's annual spring

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE-(Continued)

If you want an article in the magazine you must sent it.
A letter from James Odle, NMAA suggested that all member organizati
c:heck their constitution, By-Laws, and Procedures in the areas affec ting stude
Rollie V. Heltman gave copies of the House Memorial request ing the St
Board of Education to more explicitly specify the minimum standards in Art, M
Dance and Drama for elementary and secondary schools in
ew Mexico.
memorial gives us an opportunity to write the proposal and develop definit"
that go into the minimum stndards.
The executive board meeting will be held in Albuquerque September 9-10, 1
The meeting adjourned!
Respectfully Submitted
Rollie V. Heltman

1979 ALL-STATE CONDUCTORS
Symphonic Band ------------------------ John Paynter
Concert Band -------------------------- Dale Kennedy
Symphony Orchestra __ _________ ___ __ Abraham Chavez
String Orchestra ____ __ ____ ___ _______ Eugene Lombardi
Mixed Chorus -------- - ----------------- Ronald S irey
Girls Chorus _______________________ Margaret Hawkins
choral concert. The Clovis Municipal schools music faculty continued the writing of their music curriculum for grades K-12, guided
by the philosophy that music is
basic to the education of everyone.
In HOBBS, a concert was held
on February 28th featuring a
special elementary choir, choirs
from the three junior highs, the
Hobbs High School Choirs, and the
Hobbs High School guitar classes.
Two weeks later, the annual junior high band clinic, with Dale
Kennedy as guest conductor, was
held.
The PORT ALES music department .ioined with their art department for "Arts In Our Schools
Week". Elementary music programs were featured each day in
conjunction with appropriate art
displays, the junior high and high
school bands gave an evening concert, and the high school choir concert featured an art display by
high school art students. The high
school stage band programed music
at each of the elementary schools,
and the week ended with an instrumental chamber music program on Sunday afternoon.
ROSWELL public school bands
and choirs presented concerts
throughout MIOSW stressing th e
"Music is Basic" theme, MIOSW
posters were placed in store windows and schools, and the local
-18-

news media assisted in promot
the various concerts and m
events. The Goddard High Sc
Band and the Berrendo Mi
School Band gave a combined
ning concert, the Goddard I
School Choral Department's
nual variety show include
"Music is Basic" sequence,
letters were mailed to arents
ing them to attend open house
hearsals and music classes du
March 6-10.
TEXICO Public Schools off
a pre-festival concert as an
propriate finale to their MIO
with bands from the 5th, 6th, j
ior high and high school le
presenting a variety of
literature.
The instrumental music
grams of FT. SUMNER, J
MELROSE, TATUM and TEX
presented their 8th Annual A
AA Massed Band Festival the
ing of March 9th in l\Ielrose
Twila Wade as host.
Plans for the 1979 "Music
Our Schools Week" are b
formulated in many of the sch
in southeastern New :vrexico.
information concerning the th
specific dates, and promotional
terials for next yea_ 's MIO
~ontact Dr. Donald M. Hard'
State MIOSW Chai man,
Majestic Drive, Las Cruces,
Mexico, 88001.

C 1979 SELECT GROUPS

ME.NC-Southwest Division Performing Group Application

mthwest Division, MENC Pres1t, Wynne J. Harrell, has anneed the following procedures
the selection of performing
ps for the Southwest Division,
C In-Service Conference, to
~ eld at the Broadmoor Hotel
Convention Center, Colorado
ngs, Colorado, on February 2-

-List MENC 1.0. No. Below Or Application Will NOT Be Processed-

79.

secure the proper endorset of the respective state music
ators associations and officers,
iminary screening of audition
s will be completed at the
level.
the hope of obtaining high
ity audition tapes for the
ening committee evaluations,
rence to the following criteria
ecessary for qualification:
APPLICATION FORMS may
ecured from: (a) your State
ident; (b) the April issue of
Music Educators Journal; (c)
state music educators assoon official magazine; (d) Souest Division President.
MAY 1, 1978: A completed
Iication Form, Tape, and a
nt Program must be submitto your State President on or
re this date.
11 tapes must be recorded (71/2
ps) in ONE direction only.
apes should be mailed First
lass, Insured.
apes will NOT be returned.
apes must include three (3)
elections, and offering variety.
Directors or teachers of
ps AND members of faculty
mbles MUST be members of
C.
UNE 1, 1978: State Presidents
ard chosen tapes, identified
umber in priority of choice in
category, to: Don Corbett,
Box 53, Wichita State UniverWichita, Kansas, 67028.
UGUST 15, 1978: Invitations
ppear on the Division Connee program will ONLY be isby the DIVISION PRESIT (Wynne J. Harrell) on or
r e this date. Recommendaof groups from ANY Assad Organization will be coned ONLY when approved by
the State and Division Presis.

Name of Group:- - No. of Members:_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
School or College:- - ___
Address:- - _ _ __
State:_ _ Zip
Teacher Director:- - ________ MENC I.D. No.
Address:- _ _ _ _ State:
Zip
Telephone: School
ResidenceDate:- _ _
(Signed) :- - - - - - - - - - - - Title:
School Administrator
(Signed):Date:- - - -Teacher/ Director
School groups complete the following:
a) Grade levels of students in the group:
b) Type of school community: RuraL _ Urban-__ Suburban
c) Enrollment in the schooi represented:- - College University groups complete the following:
a) Type of college :
Junior College
4-year College- _
University- List event and date of other appearances of this group on past Division or National MENC programs (Use back of sheet).
This group can present:
A Concert - ;
A Clinic- - ;
Either- - ;
Both-List any special information about the group on the back of this
sheet.
6. SEPTEMBER 30, 1978: Final
Copy of the program of all performing groups selected MUST be

submitted on or before this date,
in proper and complete form ready
for printing.

Dey,
look us over!

1

/
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Upbeat ... swinging. And
quality all the way! Your band
. .. our uniforms.
Together, we'll tell the
world your band is up there
with the best. Sol Frank
Uniforms are nationally noted
for creative styling ... perfect
tailoring. And we give you the
personal attention you deserve.
Write now ... for
inf~rmation, samples and prices.

SOL
FRANK
•

UNIFORMS1 INC.
P. 0 . Box 2139
San Antonio, Texas 78206

DISTRICT 6
CENTRAL

in Socorro. Bob Romero is the
chairman.
On April 28 and 29, the district
will hold its annual Honor Band
and Chorus Festival in Los Lunas.
Harold Van Winkle will be the
band clinician and John Clark will
work with the chorus in the twoday f es ti val. A concert, open to the
public, will climax the affair in
the Los Lunas Middle School gym.
Bob Bouma will be the host.
Some of our new teachers in our
district include Arthur Matthews
at Estancia, Peggy Lewis at Los
Lunas, Albert Beres, Michael Foster and Bartley McDonough at
Grants, Connie Hill and Dean Williams at Moriarty, and Linda Beth
Applby at Socorro.
Bob Bouma,
President, District 6

ROBERT BOUMA

DISTRICT 2

Our district held its Solo and
Ensemble Festival in Bernalillo
on February 18. Schools from Belen, Reserve, Grants, Socorro, Moriarty, Bernalillo, and Los Lunas
participated. Some 49 vocal, 47
brass and percussion, and 73 woodwind solos and ensembles were
heard by the adjudicators. Judges
were Jerrilyn Ewing, James Bratcher, Gregg Randall, Artemus Edwards, Roger Brandt and James
Whitlow. Sofia Sanchez and Roger
Alt. of the Bernalillo schools, were
the· hosts and in spite of the fact
that this was the first festival held
in Bernalillo (at least for some
time), they did a very fine job and
the festival progressed smoothly
with few problems. Our district's
heartfelt thanks go to them.
All of our schools are now geting ready for the Large Group Festival to be held in Socorro on
March 18. Most of the same schools
will be sending bands and choral
groups to be rated by Roger
Brandt, Willitm Tietze, Melvin
Hill. Ernest Sanchez, Sam Jamison
and James Barber. Band sightreading will be handled by Michael Iatauro, new music instructor
at Socorro's School of Mines. We
are looking forward to a good day

SOUTHEAST

Walker (N M M E A Preside
Carol Brashear (Choral Vice-Pr
dent), Duane Bowen (editor
The New Mexico Musician), o
standing student musicians in
All - State performing organ·
tions, and music teachers th
selves as chairpersons, audition
assistants, and participants.
The carefully planned age
for All-State was a direct resul
months of productive work by
NMMEA President and the v·
presidents for band, chorus,
mentary / junior high, orche
and university music. For us
have Robert Klotman, Wynne
rell, and Charles Gary accept
vitations to speak to our mem
ship indicates the significant
pact New Mexico music educa
have made nationally.
The Southeast District is gr
ful to Harriet and Rollie Helt
for their continued service
music education in New Mex
the faculty and staff of UNM
being such gracious hosts, and
music merchants - without w
many of our efforts would
futile.
1978 SENMMEA Music Festiv

Tuesday, April 4 - Junior
Choral Festival (Large Gr
at NMJC (Hobbs)
Wednesday and Thursday, A
12-13 - Junior-Senior High
strumental Music Festival (L
Group) at Hobbs High Scho
Other Important Dates for
trict 2:

Saturday, May 13 - SENM
Spring Business Meeting at
ington High School
SAM PEMBERTON
Our thirty-fourth All-State Music
Festival and In-Service Conference was the best ever ,and thanks
are due those groups and individuals who worked so hard to make
the 1978 All-State outstanding in
all regards.
The Southwest District was well
represented by the Goddard High
School Concert Band (New Mexico
AAAA Honor Band), John 0.
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All questions regarding
lines, fees, eligibility, and o
information pertinent to Dis
2 music festivals and busi
meetings should be ref erred
John M. Bealmear, Executiveretary, SENMMEA, 1601 S
Avenue B, Portales, N.M. 881
Respectfully submitted
Sam Pemberton, Jr.
President, District 2

DISTRICT 7
ALBUQUERQUE

BILL WACH

Colleagues:
m excited to write about a
festival that District 7 will be
ng this year, which is a guitar
and ensemble festival. In
e of the committee which will
ganizing this festival is EleaSchmidt of Taylor Middle
1. The tentative date for this
al is May 13.
rch 3 is the date for our High
1 choral Large Group Feswhich will be adjudicated by
Shirey of T.C.U. and Denise
of U.T.E.P. The Large Group
al Festival for Middle Schools
unior Highs will be on April
he adjudicators will be Harry
and Floyd Vasquez.
e Orchestra Large Group Feswill be held at U.N.M. on
h 15 and 16. The adjudicators
be Milan Svambera of the
rson High School Orchestra in
aso, Lawrence Gibson of
.P ., plus one adjudicator from
querque.
e Large Group Band Festival
e held on April 6 and 7, and
adjudicators will be Ralph
of The University of Southolorado in Pueblo and Gregg
all. The Sight reading adjudifor this festival will be
n Katz.
gratulations to Jim Bonnell
he Heights Junior Orchestra

for being selected to play at this
vear's All-State as an honor group.
Also, congratulations to Bob Bailey
and the Rio Grande Hig11 School
Bands for sponsoring a concert in
Popejoy Hall with Woody Herman
and his band.
The annual District 7 p · cnic will
be held during the Memorial Day
weekend. This year the final details for this event are being arranged by Ted Rush.
At the annual District 7 Spring
meeting new officers for the next
two years will be elected. As this
is my last report as President of
District 7, I would like to take this
opportunity to thank al1 of my
officers for a job well done; and
a special thanks to th se who
helped to make my job as president these last three years much
easier.
Respectfully submitted,
Bill Wach,
President, District 7

ing has increased as well as the
number of music teachers.
Beacuse of growth in our area
of the state the music directors
decided to have a brain storming
session at Rehoboth on May 12
and 13 to work out details for the
coming school term. Hopefully, it
will be a lot of brain and little
storming.
I would like to mention for the
record the passing of a band director from Gallup, Mr. Garlan
Hampton. He was one of the charter members of the district music
association and did much to promote music in the schools of
Gallup-McKinley and the district.
Respectfully Submitted,
Carl D. Kloosterman
District 3 President

DISTRICT 4
NORTH CENTRAL

DISTRICT 3
NORTHWEST

CARL KLOOSTERMAN
Music participation in District
activities in Northwest New Mexico is growing and improvi ng. Both
our Junior High Clinic and our
High School Clinic added performing groups wi h more students
participating. Best of all was that
our preparation for clinics has improved over the recent past years.
The number of schools participat-
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EDWARD MARTINEZ
The North Central Music Educators District Clinic of November
18 and 19 was one of the most successful that I can recall. Attended
by many and hosted by the Espanola Schools Music Department, the
clinic proved once again that there
is a great deal of merit in pooling
the talent of our area's students
and teachers for a learning experience that might not otherwise be
provided. If I may voice my opinion, this type of performance is
free of the worry and stress that
we sometimes impose on students
(Continued on Page 24)
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210 YALE BLVD. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 8711

CHORAL MUSIC
NEW POP CHORALS
arr. O'Reilly .50
Beautiful Noise (SATB/SAB/SA/U)
A recent hit by Neil Diamond that absolutely demands
that your foot keep time to the happy beat! A celebration of the "Beautiful Noise" of everyday life!
Blue Bayou (SATB, SSA)
arr. Emerson .60
The hit song recorded by Linda Ronstadt-easy, relaxed
country rock tune; Emerson's arrangements are very
simple to put together-moderate ranges especially
suited to the young singer, with easy piano part. Midschool and Junior High.
Brazzle Dazzle Day (SATB,SAB,SA)
arr. Lojeski .60
An unsurpassed toe-tapper! From the Disney movie
"Pete's Dragon", it's pure happiness-makes you feel
glad to be alive with catchy tune and swingy up-beat
rhythms. Can't miss as a crowd-pleaser!
Broadway Specticular (SATB)
arr. Emerson 1.50
A great medley of show tunes combining old and new:
"What I Did for Love" (Chorus Line), "Tomorrow"
(Annie), "Sunrise, Sunset" (Fiddler on the Roof), and
the title songs from Helly Dolly! and Mame. Great for
your spring pops programs.
Don't It Make My Brown Eyes Blue (SATB,SAB,SSA)
arr. Simon .50
Another top hit, this one sung by Crystal Gayle a
!ittle country, a little blue . . . nice sounds.
Dream Away (SATB,SSAA)
arr. Lojeski .60
This is the theme from the movie "The Man Who Loved Cat Dancing"; it was recorded by Frank Sinatra on
the "Old Blue Eyes Is Back" album. A smooth , flow:ng, beautiful ballad style piece written by John Wil!iams; might also be used for Graduation. Georgeous!
Elvis Presly Sings (SATB,SAB)
arr. Simon 1.75
Nostalgia Plus! A medley of top songs of the late "King
of Rock", containing: Love Me Tender, You Don't Have
to Say You Lo,ve Me, Blue Suede Shoes, Hound Dog,
Crying in the Chapel, All Shook Up, (Let Me be Your)
Teddy Bear, Don't Be Cruel, Can't Help Falling In Love.
Everybody Ought to Be in Love (SATB)
arr. Emerson .60
Catchy arrangement of this happy, easy swing style
tune by Paul Anka-moderate ranges throughout; very
singable.
Gospel Man (SATB / SAB, SSA/SA)
Strommen .60
Need one good "Down-Home" -type tune for your program? Here It Is! In 3 / 4 time but with a "one-to-thebar" feeling that makes it sway and swing-super fun
to do!
Happy Days/Making Our Dreams Come True (SATB,SAB,SA)
arr. Emerson .50
The theme songs from the hit T.V. shows "Happy
Days" and "Laverne and Shirley".
May Tomorrow Be a Perfect Day (SATB,SAB,SA)
arr. Emerson .50
The tune that Donny and Marie Osmond use to close
their T.V. show. It's also a perfect closer for a choir
program-it opens with a soft smooth intro and then
opens up into a driving swing finale.
Maybe (SATB,SAB,SSA)
arr. Simon .50
This is the theme song from the top T.V. show "Grizzly
Adams". It begins with a free, expressive introduction,
followed by a moderate folk-rock style final sectionthe text expresses hope for a better tomorrow - also
useful for graduation!
Name of the Game (SATB)
arr. Ades .50
Brand new hit from ABBA-currently # 10 on the charts
and still climbing. This choral arrangement is just off
the press.
Walk On By (SATB)
arr. Kerr .60
Easy arrangement of this great Bacharach standard moderate ranges and rhythms.

Nobody Does It Better (SATB,SAB,SSA)
arr.
The theme song from the latest James Bond r
"The Spy Who Loved Me", written by Marvin Harr
and recorded by Carly Simon. A nice slo~ ballad
your students already know.
Winds of the Sixties (SATB)
arr. Cc
Here's the latest in the series of marveloJs pop
leys from Shawnee Press (Twentiana, Roel Aroun
Fifties, etc.) with some great tunes: Both Sides
Downtown, Moon Ri,ver, I Want to Hold Youd I
Up, Up and Away, Traces, and Blowin' in the Wi

err. Mar.

You Light Up My Life (SATB,SA/8/,SSA)

STILL AT THE TOP OF THE CHARTS! An lncrelibly po~
tune-a history maker. Everyone knows this nelodystudents will love singing it, and it's unusual~ well-s1
to choral singing.

NEW CHORALS FOR SCHOOL
Here We Go 'Round Again (SA)

arr.

Another happy and easy tune with a good te >t-encol
friendship and brotherly love. Great for Elementar & Mid-s

Smiles (SAB)

A cute, swing tune-the title says it! A winner fir either
High or High School spring programs.

That's When Life Is Worth Livin' (SATB)
Don Besig has another appealing tune ; it's "lght & b
with an 'up ' text. This kind of thing is Besig's .,pecialtll
he really i s good at it-be sure to take a look at this

Try a Little Music (SATB)

Vlurphy1

A really up-beat tune that extols the v i rtues of mtsic for n
us feel good-and this song will do just that-ureat FL

JAZZ STYLE FOR YOUR SWING CHOIR

Get Happy (SATB)

arr.

A challenging arrangement of one of the "Goldin Oldie
standards-this one will have the people clapJing an
tapping for sure!

Sing Me a Plain Old Simple Song (SAB)
Perfact for either Junior High or High School. C1tchy rh
nice modern harmony and a cute text (compete witi
singing), and the SAB voicing makes it even esier to
SWING Great!

NOVELTY NUMBERS
Commercials! Commercials! (SATB,SAB,SA)

,m . Em

A delightful "tongue-in-cheek" setting of 4 currmt comn
tunes: "Someti mes You Feel Like a Nut" (Aimone Joy/Ma
"I Wish I Were an Oscar Meyer Weiner", "Have a Pepsi
and "Plop, Plop, Fizz, Fizz" (Alka Seltzer). Everyh>dy has
these tunes; students and audience alike will laugh l
humorous musical arrangement by one of tre best
school music writers in the country.

Ogden Gnashed (SAB)

He

Only two words for this : CLEVER and FUNNY/ ! Frur brief
of Ogden Nash set to music that is the perfect comple n
and it also has choralography (movements) not1tion inc
Great entertainment and fun to do!

Who's Afraid of the Big, Bad Wolf? (SATB)

arr. L

A rather up-beat version of the familiar nursery story-a
setting, complete with narration. Lots of oppo unity fc
three little pigs to ham it up! (Sorry!)

GRADUATION
Movin' On (SATB,SAB,SSAA,TTBB,2-pt.

Hanni 1

Nice ballad style song that expresses the nee
into the future-a continual best-seller.

to mov1

Never Let Go of Your Dream (2-pt. mixed)a . Ring'4
The title says it all-a perfect message for gr;duation,
the voicing makes it so versatile for either Ju,ior Higl
High School.

Seeking to Become (SAB)

R.Jth Art1

"Seeking to Become the Person I Could Realy Be .
that's the message, set to a nice lively tune t,at's eas
sing.

These Are the Best Times (SATB)

:trr. Loj

Another ballad style tune with a poignant text that is
feet for graduation.

World Is Yours, The (SATB,SAB,SAA,2-pt.)

Bi

Again, the title gives you the basic message-geat for &
uation. It has an appealing tune in a bright 4. "his one
tinues to sell year after year-if you haven't ; een it,
a look!
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ERVICE IN SHEET MUSIC"

PHO N E 265-7721

INSTRUMENT AL MUSIC
fol

THE YEAR WITH THIS SPRING'$ BEST IN POPS!

RT BAND
ASY:
e are three Elementary series you can always
t on for programming playability: John Kinyon's
Scores, The Studio Elementary Series, and AnBalent's Supersound Series. Here are some titles
these series guaranteed to show off your 1st
nd year group and give them a successful final
ert
tier
Lee Ada ms 7 .00
>w brass (even if it's only one trombone) get to solo.
st a two-note sequence, but let them stand and do their

Pudding

John Kinyon 10.00

s always make the audience feel warm and content,
~is Kinyon original , with its appealing melody and modhord progressions, will have your listeners humm i ng
after the first chorus.

1ecas

arr. Sebesky

Balent 10.00

arr. Balent 10.00

cademy Award winner an excellent song for teachi ng
cal style. While the notes are easy , it does require a
ity of interpretation. Can be played effectively with 2
ets, 2 cornets and a bass instrument.

iht Up My Life

arr. L. Conley

8 .50

cellent arrangement from the Head Start Series-n ice
~nies , ranges well within elementary capabilities, cross
~ for full sound with minimum instrumentation, and a
fu l melody are the characteristics that make this g iant
, Debbie Boone a real winner on your spring concert.

, Trumpets Ring (Keep Music in Our Schools)
John Kinyon 15.00

optional Unison/2-pt. chorus and strings, this provides
at way to combine the Elementary band, orchestra and
s in a rousing finale . The chorus parts are available
ately at 50c each, and a supplementing set of string
at 5.95. The music is geared to the interests and
es of inexperienced musicians and designed to give a
at isfying sound, regardless of instrumentation imbalance.

!Obin

arr. Nestico 12.00

~

a short , light and bright arrangement of an Old Welsh
o ng. A neat bit o' fluff that will appeal to all.

M:
ak

arr. Lowden 15.00

er No. 1 Barry Manilow hit in a fine Bob Lowden arm ent. It's got a beat, everybody will recognize the tune,
he smiles and applause from your audience will make
fo rt all worth while.

~rt Belongs to Me

arr. Lowden 15.00

13eautiful Barbra Streisand hit is sure to be a winner
my audience. Lush harmonies, a melody that everyone
, and rhythms that are easy to learn all combine to
th is an effective arrangement .

.1anilow In Concert

arr. Lowden 40.00

minutes of great entertainment for your audience,
ing four of Barry's No. 1 hits : It's a Miracle, Weekend
w England, This One's for You, and Could It Be Magic.
ol or, richness and harmonies of the original recordings
>een carefully followed in this outstanding arrangement .

M DIFFICULT:
Up!

arr. W. Barker 35.00

way At Its Best-featuring Gigi, I Could Have Danced
ght, If Ever I Would Leave You , and more. A really
,edley of unforgettable t unes.

You Light Up My Life

arr. Burden 20.00

When this Debbie Boone recording came out, it zoomed to
the top of the charts faster than any tune ever. It is the
most asked for music title in print at this time. This Jim
Burden arrangement is just the piece for your encore or fea ture on this year's final concert. Students and audience
alike will cheer your efforts.

Broadway Spectacular

arr. Higgins 40.00

Some of the finest moments in American musical theater are
contained in this medley of tunes from Hello Dolly, Chorus
Line, Fiddler On the Roof, Annie, and Mame. John Higgins'
writing is fresh and clean , and your listeners will enjoy every
part of this spectacular arrangement. When it was introduced
in December at the Midwest Band Directors Convention , it
was the hit of the convention, with dealers and directors
both standing in line for an opportunity to listen to the tape
and place orders .

NUMBER ONE ALL YEAR LONG X 2

uce Your Supersound Band to the audience via familia r
o ngs and narration. Each instrument or section gets a
e to play the melody, wh i le you or an i nv ited g uest sup·
the introductory narrative. Cuts can be made if a secs weak or m issing. Entertainment and fun fo r al l.

en

arr. Holcombe 35.00

(medley of Hound Dog, Blue Suede Shoes, Love Me Tender, 4 more)
The passing of Elvis Presley was mourned in virtually every
corner of the world, for his music kingdom was limitless. He
was, without doubt, the most successful artist in American
entertainment history. From "Hound Dog" to "Can't Help
Falling in Love", this fine Bill Holcombe arrangement provides a faithful profile of Elvis Presley.

7.00

raditional Mex ican folk song will go over great with the
,ce. A familiar melody, hand clapping and foot stomps everyone get into the act and have a ball.

persound Band

Elvis Presley-His Golden Hits

=

WINNERS! ! !

ROCKY (SMASH) & STAR WARS (THE FORCE!)

VERY EASY BAND:
arr. Pierce
Gonna Fly Now
MEDIUM EASY:
arr. Lowden
Gonna Fly Now
arr. Lowden
You Take My Heart Away
arr. Tatgenhorst
Star Wars Medley
MEDIUM DIFFICULT:
arr. Lowden
Selections from "Rocky"
arr. Burden
Star Wars Medley
DIFFICULT:
Bill Conti
Fanfare for Rocky
STAGE BAND:
Star Wars Medley-Pop Series (Med.)
arr. Lowden
Star Wars Medley-Pro Series
arr. Wolpe
Gonna Fly Now-(Ferguson Special) arr. Chattaway
FULL ORCHESTRA MEDIUM DIFFICULT:
Musical Selections from "Rocky"
arr. Lowden
Star Wars Medley
arr. Burden

10.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
35.00
30.00
20.00
10.00
15.00
18.00
35.00
25.00

ORCHESTRA

MEDIUM EASY:
You Light Up My Life (String Orch)
You Light Up My Life (Full Orch)

arr. Fink 8.50
arr. Fink 12.50

The faces of both students and audience alike will light up
when you program this gentle No. 1 ballad. Both arrangements are in the keys of C and G, so young string players
will have few technical problems, and can thus concentrate
on phrasing and style .

Brazzle Dazzle Day (String Orch)

arr. Forsblad 12.00

Somewhere between a light rock and a light jazz beat, this
delightful tune affords the string players an opportunity to
perform in an unusual idiom. The enjoyment of playing this
happy tune from the Disney movie "Pete's Dragon" will re tlect in your students as well as the audience .

Strings On Stage (String Orch & Rhythm Section) F. Feese
Score-6.00
Piano-3.50
String & Rhythm pts.-ea. 2.25
The Strolling String concept is in full bloom , and this new
collection of extremely useable High School material has an
even dozen selections that can be played in concert or "on
the road". Now you can tell the local service organizations
that your string group is ready to perform anytime or place
they can use you . "Strings On Stage" is a collection of original contemporary pieces that will give you many enjoyable
hours in the rehearsal room and "On Stage" .

Note: Prices subject to change by publishers without notice.
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ALFRED PUBLISHING CO.
Carole Ozanian Walsh, 15335 Morrison St .,
Sherman Oaks, Ca. 91403
BELWIN MILLS PUBLISHING CORP.
Ethel Winkler,
Melville, New York 11746
COAST WHOLESALE MUSIC COMPANY
Sob Crescitelli, Sales Manager, 1215 W.
Walnut St., Compton, Calif. 90220
JOHN COMBES MUSIC
P.O. Box 8025,
Van Nuys, California 91405
CALDWELL PRODUCTS, INC.
David Crawford. 2400 Industrial Blvd.
Abilene, Texas 79605
DO RE Ml MUSICAL GIFTS
Bonnie Karlsrud, 3550 Arapahoe Ave.
Boulder, Colorado 80303
BOB FARLEY MUSIC CENTER, INC.
Bob Farley, 3707 Eubank, N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87111
CAMPUS SPECIALTIES
Bill Smith, 324 Louisiana, N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108
CONN-ARTLEY-SCHERL & ROTH
c / o Linda Kuzmicz, Sales Offices
Oak Brook Illinois 60521
GEMEINHARDT, K. G.
T. W. Adcock, P.O. Box 788,
Elkhart, Indiana 46514
HARRISON HURTZ
Robert L. Harrison, P.O. Box 268
Wymore, Nebraska 68466
HENCO, INC.
Dick Echols, 6025 Del Campo Pl., N.E.
Albuquerque, N .M. 87109
HOLT, RINEHART & WINSTON, INC.
9259 King Arthur Drive
Dallas, Texas 75247
L. J. Slankard, 1408 Ma r ron Circle .
Albuquerque, N.M. 87112
KING MUSIC CENTER, INC.
Alex Sanchez, 7017 Menauel, N .E.
Albuquerque , N .M . 87110
KING MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. INC.
Dick Bennett, 9548 Dearborn,
Overland Park, Kansas 66207
33999 Curtis Blvd. Eastlake, Ohio 44094
KURLAND-SALZMAN MUSIC CO.
Michael Salzman, 16 Sunrise Center,
El Paso, Texas 79704
G. LEBLANC CORPORATION
Ben Rhodes, Vice President. 7019
30th Avenue, Kenosha, Wisconsin 53141
HAL LEONARD PUBLISHING CO.
8112 W. Bluemound Rd.,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53213
LUDWIG INDUSTRIES
1728 North Darnen Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois 60647
LUCHETTI DRUM & GUITAR CENTER
Nick Luchetti, 2617 Rhode Island, N.E.
Albuquerque, N .M. 87110
MANOR TEXAS FRUIT CAKE
Mr. Tom White, P.O . Box 2640
Dallas , Texas 75221
MAY'S MUSIC CO.
Bernie May, P.O. Box 152,
Albuquerque , New Mexico 87102
MUSIC MART, THE, INC.
Joe Keith, 210 Yale, S.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
MUSITRONIC, INC.
Donna Sampson , 2125 4th St. NW,
Owatonna, M innesota 55060
THE NEFF ATHLETIC LETTERING CO.
Larry Rouss, Box 20726
Phoenix, Arizona 85036
Q S P READER'S DIGEST
Gilbert D. Terry, 6933 Marilyn NE
Albuquerque, N.M. 87109
REPAIRS UNLIMITED
!...arry Trout, 800 Coal SE
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
SELMER COMPANY
Phil Mock, Box 310
Elkhart, Indiana 46514
SHAWNEE PRESS, INC.
Jack Gittings , Western Manager,
P.O . Box 67, Lawndale, Ca. 90260
SILVER BURDETT MUSIC,
William D. Ligon, 8301 Ambassador Row,
Dallas, Texas 75247

in competitive events and, in the
end, may be more beneficial for a
greater number of students!
The large student enrollment of
the clinic produced two bands and
two choruses. Three mewbers of
the Highlands University music
staff served as clinicians. Littleton
Scott directed the high school division chorus; James Mark worked
with the high school division band
and Dr. Grady Greene with the
junior high school division band.
Lyn Coupeland of Albuquerque
Public Schools was the guest clinician for the girls' chorus.
Of special interest in our district
in the recent past was the December elementary music clinic workshop that was presented by
one of our members, Lou Ann
Wilton Hunt, chairman of the elementary music program of the
Santa Fe Public Schools. Approximately 40 teachers from our district were in attendance. An indepth write-up and pictures of the
event will be submitted to The
New Mexico Musician for possible
publication.
A meeting followed Ms. Hunt's
excellent presentation at which
time the date was set for our
spring meeting in Los Alamos on
the weekend of May 6. All divisions of our organization - band,
chorus and elementary music will
meet on that date. Co-chairmen for
the elementary division agenda
are Judy Freund and Marge Agnew. If you have anything conSOL FRANK UNIFORMS,
Jay D . Tomlinson, 702 South Santa Rosa
Street, San Antonio, Texas 78207
SOUTHERN MUSIC COMPANY,
Arthur Gurwitz, 1100 Broadway,
San Antonio, Texas 78215
TEXAS VALLEY FRUIT COMPANY
R. L. Kenny, P.O. Box 174
Weslace, Texas 78596
TRINIDAD JUNIOR COLLEGE
Mr. Barry Weiss
Trinidad, Colorado 81082
TYSON PIANO & ORGAN COMPANY,
Bruce W. Nehring, P.O. Box 3708,
El Paso, Texas 79923
WENGER CORPORATION,
555 Park Drive,
Owatonna, Minnesota 55060
WESTERN BAND SPECIAL TY COMPANY
Paul H. Retrum, P.O. Box 2337
Carefree, Arizona
WURLITZER COMPANY,
LeRoy Esau, 403 E. Gurler Road ,
DeKalb, Illinois 60115
WORLD'S FINEST CHOCOLATES, INC.
Don Mann, 2521 W. 48th St .,
Chicago, Illinois 60632
YAMAHA INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION,
Edward Barbett, 6600 Orangethorpe Ave.,
Buena Park, Ca. 90622

cerning elementary music
you would like on this age1
please contact either of these
people.
Our Solo and Ensemble Fest
is beginning to take shape with
chairman, Vidal Gallegos and
Norman Gonzales of the West
Vegas Schools Music Departn
finalizing plans for the Febn
25 event. Questionnaires have t
mailed out with members h
poled as to the number of par
pants that they will take to
Vegas. This will facilitate hi
the correct number of clinici
Members are reminded to re1
the questionnaire if they have
already done so. Official e 1
forms will follow later.
Respectfully submitted,
Edward A. Martinel
President, District ~

DISTRICT S
How does one serve as ne'IJ
elected president of one of
larger districts, area wise, yet
haps the smallest, population VI
in the state? This question
asked by yours truly at the AuJ
Board of Directors meeting in
buquerque. To complicate
problem, there are seven new
rectors out of a total of 13 in
district.
It wasn't long until the first
became fairly obvious. It
necessary to acquaint the new
sonnel that there is a district
ganization in need of their sup~
This called for two days of ex·
sive travel throughout the dis
with all too short personal v
with each of the directors. It
called for a very sympathetic
supportive school administra1
for which we are deeply grate
The results of the visits were '
,.vorth the effort. I became mor~
terested in the progress of the
grams within the district, ani
think, the directors became n1
interested in the district orgaq
tion and its functions.
Our fall meeting was held
September 25, at Clayton. On
agenda were the following: Se
tion of dates and sites for dis1
(Continued on Page 26)
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MUSIC AWARENESS: AN EXPERIMENT
An interesting thing happened
to Los Alamos kids on their way
to fourth grade. They called it
Music Awareness. Unlike some
terms we teachers are prone to
use, this one simply meant what
it said: an awakening to, an awareness of some of the avenues
through which our multi-faceted
art travels.
Taught by a team of three-the
vocal, band, and orchestra teachers-and assisted by many other

"A budding oboist?" Jane Gerheart
wonders.
(Photo by B. Lilienthal)

DISTRICT PRESIDENTS
(Continued from Page 24)

Honor groups; Dates and sites and
adjudicators for district festivals;
And a petition from Quay county
for re-admission to the Northeastern District.
This last item was of some importance since it directly affected
the office of District President, and
eventually the office of District
Secretary. The petition was approved by all present. The matter
was approved by the State Board
of Directors at the January meeting.

Compiled by the Los Alamos
Schools Music Staff: Don Beene,
Supervisor; Marge Agnew, Betty
Snell, Priscilla Zimmerman, Karen
Stapleton, Juanita Madland, Frances Nafzigger, elementary; Mary
Helen Fierro Klare, Tom Weber,
Mr. Beene, strings; Sheldon Kalberg, Virginia Ebinger, Mrs. Zimmerman, chorus; Jan McDonald,
Don Gerheart, Paul Black, band.

musicians, every third grade class
is exposed, over a semester, to
general properties of music, the
four major instrumental families,
keyboard, voice, and miscellaneous
"other" instruments.
Two special features, making the
course quite different from the
standard "m u s i c appreciation"
class, have been the inclusion o~
high quality, live performance and
"hands-on" experience by t h e
third-graders. An expert on, for
instance, the voice comes to
school. He explains vocal tone production, types of voices , capabilities and limitations of the voice;
he demonstrates with his own
voice and has the children experiment with theirs; and he answers
the students' questions. All this in
terms thirdgraders can understand
and relate to.
When an instru nental expert
comes to class! he follows the same
procedure, and then each child is
assisted in producing sound on the
We are thankful for the new
personnel in our district, not only
because they lend 'new blood', but
because they also bring new ideas
and enthusiasm which will benefit
all of our students. And , after all ,
what are we here for?
We are honored that our corner
of the state has been selected as
one of the sites for energy producing 'windmills' under the auspices of NASA. The Clayton music
program helped with the dedication of that project on January 28.
Respectfully submitted ,
Phil Wilson,
President, District 5
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instruments discussed.
How did this program come
bout? Has it been successful
from both teachers' and stude
points of view? Is it a practi
program that other systems mi
be interested in? How can it
improved?

"Yes, it really works . . . we ca
make up our music as we go. Bu
try it on the black keys!" Virgini
Ebinger explains.
(Photo by B. Lilienthal

To answer these questions,
evaluate their program for t
year, and to make recommen
tions for a second year, the
Alamos music staff recently
This article is a result of th
discussion.
Music Awareness grew out
two separate programs in the
Alamos S ch o o 1 s: Explorat
Music, which had been offered
sun1mer school for several ye
and was offered experimenta
during the school year at two e
mentary schools; and the Crit
ion - Referenced - Instruction
System in which the Schools h
been involved in the areas
mathematics and social studies
the past few years.
The Exploratory Music progr
had without doubt been a succ
(Continued Next Page)

ARENESS-(Continued)

too few children were being
ched. In the summer there were
ious individual problems ations, finances, and such. In
school year there was insufmt staff time to present the
gram to more than one school
semester.
'he C-R-1-S, developed by Dr.
~schel Thornburg, educational
chologist at the University of
zona, provides that specific and
1r cut objectives be written and
t the effectiveness with which
h of them has been taught can
objectively measured - hence
2valuation of both the student's
·ning and the teacher's teachAl though his theories are in
in several school systems, he
never developed them in a
~ arts area.
•nd what, Thornburg and school
1inistrators reasoned , co u l d
:-e aptly fit into the general
~gories of learning objectivesnitive, affective, and psycho:or - than music? Particularly
program such as the Music
areness as outlined by Don
me , supervisor, and his staff?
'h e music departrnent in turn
: excited at the opportunity to
~k out its germ idea of the
r program within the frame~k of objective goals and evalum. So, working in summer cur1lum study with Dr. Thornburg,
en members of the music staff
eloped philosophy, goals , and
luative instruments to put
sic Awareness in operation in
r y third-grade classroom in
Alamos.
rnfortunately, time and staff
itations in Los Alamos elemen{ schools made it necessary to
stitute the semester's program
the general rnusic time allotrt in third grade. This substitu- rather than having Music
areness as an addition to the
sic program - was one of the
, arguments against the idea.
unit on the properties of
nd began the semester. Childwere involved in every possiway in this and all units. They
:overed things about pitch and
ation and speed and intensity
their own bodily involvement

And of course questions and answers and "hands-on."

Mary Helen Fierro Klare helps a
third-grader create his first sound
on a violin. (Photo by B. Lilienthal)

in activities designed specificaily
for the purpose .
When strings were studied,
teachers, advanced students, lay
musicians, all contributed their
skills to bring live music into the
classroom . There were solos on
each instrument and all varieties
of chamber music. Selections ranged from Mozart and Beethoven to
"The Entertainer." Students were
led to discover the capabilities and
uniqueness of each instrument.

"It's not called the clown of the
orchestra for nothing."
(Photo by B. Lilienthal)

The same procedure was followed with brasses, woodwinds, and
percussion (or, "The con-cussion
family," as one small boy called
the latter instruments).
Keyboard instruments presented a difficulty - only the piano
was readily accessible. To show
(Continued on Page 28)

May & Duncan Music Company

1

4519 Western
353-3951
Amarillo
79109

424 N. Texas
332-9447
Odessa
79761

5001 Montana
566-9643
El Paso
79903

21 Village Cr.
682-9451
Midland
79701

King - Conn - Olds - Reynolds - Martin - LeBlanc - Selmer-Bach
Noblet - Normandy - Bundy -

Ludwig - Slingerland

Gemeinhardt - Artley - Haynes - Fox - Vito - Cleveland

SALES

RENTALS
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AWARENESS
(Continued from Page 27)

the principles of harpsichord and
organ, without having the instruments in the classroom, the instructor plucked the strings of an
autoharp with a feather and played a melodica. When it was time
for the students to play the piano,
she combined their experience in
the pentatonic scale with a lesson
in program music: they created
appropriate sounds to an improvised story all on the black
keys.
The unit on "Miscellaneous" instruments provided still more opportunities for amateur musicians
to share their skill and joy in
music-making. Banjos, recorders,
guitars, autoharps, dulcimers
all had their day in the sun.
The third-graders learned of
instruments - including the voice
- as solo players, as members of
all manner of ensembles. ("One
person is a solo; two are a duet;
three are a ___ _ __ ?" a teacher
asked. "TRIPLETS!" was the
eager answer.)
Ideally the course should be pre-

ceded by a pre-test; and a test on
eaeb unit (or a combination of no
more than three units) should be
given to make valid the C-R-I-S
objectives. Unfortunately, time
limitations have so far made this
impossible. To culminate the
semester's study, a field trip showing as many instruments
working· together as possible-was
planned.
The teachers felt enthusiastically that the semester had been well
spent in nourishing music in the
children, in whetting the interest
of many to pursue its study, and

MU S IC

IS
Basic

perhaps in beginning the e
tion of all of them as concertand intelligent listeners. All
that the enlistment of sk
community musicians as an a
part of the program was o
estimable value both for
musical contributions and fo
mutual community-school
will fostered.
And not the least of the be
was the spirit of cooper
even inter-dependence, amon
staff. For the first time in th
tory of the Los Alamos Sc
music teachers, vocal and i
mental, elementary and secon
have joined together in bri
to fruition a program of mu
a whole rather than fragme
the art into band, chorus, or
tra, theory, etc. - a dream
held by teachers and admin
tors, with the reality of that d
certainly working to the stu
good.
Should the program be r
mended to continue? Are
teachers ready to continue?
bet!" said one . "What a w
mix business with pleasure!'

RIEDLING

~~,

MUSIC COMPANY

Serving MUSIC EDUCATION in NEW MEXICO through QUALITY and SERVICEComplete, dependable, and prompt service in our-

* Sheet
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*

*
*
*

Offering Recognized NAME BRANDS

Music Department
Instrumental Music Department
Band
Orchestra
Piano and Organ Department
Service and Repair Department
All Accessories
Clinics and Workshops Available

Selmer
R@ynolds
Roth

Steinway Pianos
W urlitzer P1anos and
Kawai

William Lewis
Ludwig
Slingerland
Rogers

RIEDLING MUSIC CO.
New EX PA N D E D Store
5314 MENAUL N .E.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87110

Phone 265-5606
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Tourmaster Riser

Graduation Staging

CALL WENGER
TOLL-FREE
for PRODUCTS
& SERVICES!

Sound Module® Room

Percussion Cabinet

25L Wenger Building, Owatonna, MN 55060
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CORPORATION

NORTH CENTRAL FEATURES ELEMENTARY MUSIC CLINIC

100 VOICE CHAPARRAL CHILDREN'S CHOIR Dec. 3, 1977-Lou Ann Wilton
Hunt, Director-Clinician.
(Photo by James B. Russell)
By Vidal Gallegos
Back to basics is the trend in
education these days, and so it was
on December 3 for North Central
New Mexico Music Educators Association when Lou Ann Wilton
Hunt. Elementary Music Coordinator for the Santa Fe Public
Schools presented a clinic-demonstration at Chaparral Elementary
School in Santa Fe. Assisted by
her very impressive 100-voice children's choir and the Santa Fe
Southside Area Elementary School
Band, Ms. Hunt presented a program that was highly imaginative,
informative and entertaining.
Here was proof positive that early
music experiences set the foundation upon which all other music
instruction rests.
The Southside Area Band, conducted by Gary Reynolds and composed of beginning instrumentalists from Chaparral, Nava, Kearny, Salazar and E. J. Martinez
Elementary Schools opened the
program with selections taken
from their method books, together
with Christmas selections appropriate to the season. Much in evidence was the careful attention to
correct rhythms, phrasing and
dynamics. For many of the children, this was their first performance and~ it must be noted, was an
excellent debut!
The 100 members of the Chaparral Elementary School Chorus

came on stage like seasoned
troupers. As the 4th, 5th and 6th
graders filed on the risers, one
was impressed by the discipline in
the stage presence which transformed the giggling, nervous children in the wings into the serious
organization which stood before
the audience ready to perform.
The choral presentation was
varied and well planned to display
every aspect of the students'
abilities and training. A rousing
" Hello, Teachers" set the mood
for the presentation which was
enthusiastically received by a large
number of teachers and parents.
The warm-ups and 3-part rounds
that followed were a sampling of
the children's classroom work.
Here, the laying of a foundation
that is already paying off in solid
musicianship could be seen. Most
apparent throughout the concert
was the attention to correct use
of the child voice and special attention to intonation, diction and
interpretation in ensemble singing.
The teacher's plan for creating
the great interest that drives this
dynamic organization was revealed
to us in the voices and faces of the
students as they went through
many types and styles of music
including some in the Spanish,
German and French languages.
The students accompanied several
of the numbers and a former student, Walter Leyba, served as

-30-

soloist. A highlight of the co
was a se ection conducted
Daniel Sass and accompanie
his wife, Susan . They are dire
of the Nort ern New Mexico
dren's Choir School and the
Singers.
After the student presentat
Ms . Hunt introduced the mem
of her staff. Each one ga
description of work in his re
tive school. As coordinator of
mentary vo al , general and in
mental music for the Sant
Public Schools as well as dire
of music at Chaparral Eleme
School, Ms. Hunt was referr
by one of her colleagues as a "
ervisor wr.o works!" That
works is ocvious in the fine,
cessful elementary music pro
of which the Santa Fe School
boast. It is also noticeable in
fine working relationship that
has established with her sta
well as school administra
(Her Principal at Chaparral,
Imelda E. Baca, speaks of h
"the greatest music teacher i
world").
A question and answer se
proved to be one of the
stimulating parts of the clinic
everyone. :deas were excha
on everything from philosoph
teaching methods. from sched
to budgeting. Here were tea
of all music subjects and teac
(Continued on Page 31)

ORFF ACTIVITIES

ial meetings of the school
fo r the New Mexico Chapter
erican Orff-Schulwerk Astion w e r e scheduled for
h 11 in Albuquerque (conMildred Greeson, 7016 Com=, N.E., Abq., for time and
) and May 6 in Los Alamos at
m ca Mesa School, beginning
30 a.m. Members should note
~hange in date for the Los
LO S meeting. Visitors are wel-

•

NEW OFFICERS ELECTED
The Election Committee chaired b y Win Christian, has reported the
results of the Election for the NMMEA Officers whose terms will begin January 1979 following the Thirty-Fifth All-State through All-State 1981.

President ----------------- ·---- --- --------------- Don Hardisty
Vice President Band: -------------------------- Sam Pemberton
Vice President Chorus ----------------------- Wayne Anderson
Vice President Orchestra ____________________ Mary Helen Klare
Vice President Elementary & Junior High __ Priscilla Zimmerman
Vice President University and College _______ Harold Van Winkle
To those candidates who were willing to serve but not elected, we
EXTEND OUR THANKS AND APPRECIATION.

*

e Seventh Annual Orff Worksponsored by Los Alamos
Jls Music Department an d
Farley Music Company, was
March 17-18 at Aspen School
)S Alamos. The Workshop be m Friday the 17th and went
tgh Saturday the 18th. J oAnn
rs was registration chairman
:}in Ebinger served as host.

•

*

11-AOSA members served as
=S to clinic sessions for t h e
entary-Junio r High section at
:onference in January, prog a welcome possibility for
cipants to put down their
pads and enter into the spirit
e activities .
*

*

cky Mountain Chapter invites
\ OSA members and interest'iends to their Chapter meetlpril 15 in Denver where Isa~arley will be guest clinician.
m information from Chapter
dent Marg Agnew , Barranca
School , Los Alamos .

r H CENTRAL FEATURES
(Continued from Page 30)

~: elementary, junior high and
school discussing , as it well
d be , mutual areas of concern
!mentary music.
cause of the success of this
, and the high interest shown
1e members of the association,
as decided to formulate a n
en tary-section agenda for inm in our next general meetvhich is scheduled for May 6
,s Alamos.

A NEW PROGRAM
BAND BOOK
CORRELATED TO PART Il
OF THE CONTEMPORARY
BAND COURSE
by
FRANK ERICKSON, ERIC OSTERL NG, JAMES D. PLOYHAR
A new collection of interesting and varied pieces especially
arranged for the young band by three of the country's top writers in
the field. Here are a group of originals and arrangements well
calculated to please performer and audience alike.
All selections are arranged to correlate in difficulty with material
found in the Contemporary Band Course, Band Toaay, Part II
CONTENTS
T roubadour, The
Tomahawk
Carol Of The Mistletoe
Aqua Blue
Buglers, The (March)
Southgate Overture
Swan Lake Rock
High Barbary
Touch Of Swing
Barn Dance
Regal Spirit (Concert March)

Frank Erickson
Frank Erickson
James D . Ployhar
Eric Osterling
James D. Ployhar
Frank Ericson
Tchaikowsky/ Osterling
Frank Erickson
Eric Osterling
James D. Ployhar
Eric Osterling

ARRANGED FOR FULL BAND INSTRUMENTATION
CONDUCTOR- SS.00 (with Performance Record)

;~lilq'P,,~ish

- - <-J1em111.
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PARTS- Sl. 50 ea

rp. MELVILLE, N. Y.11746 - - - -

OPERA EDUCATl·ON PROGRAMS
Children are the future - a
statement that is almost laughable
in its simplicity, but for all that, a
truth no far thinking individual or
organization can ignore. Saturday
morning TV ads insure assorted
companies' future; schools assure
a future of educated adults.
The performing arts has also begun in the past several years to
insure a future of knowledgeable
audiences. Federal programs are
bringing poets, singers and dancers into the schools. Regional
grants are bringing performing
arts groups into small towns, and
in general, the concept of building
audiences for the future has mushroomed.
The New Mexico Opera Guild,
Inc., the fund-raising and education arm of the Santa Fe Opera,
has had a program of education for
seven years, well ahead of many
other programs. The first of the
education programs, still being enlarged, is a series of slides and

1879 ... Ma ke Plans to Attend the Best . . . This Summer Plan to Attend The ...

Paul Christiansen Choral Workshop
Barrington College, Barrington, Rhode Island
July 16-21

Millikin University, Decatur, Illinois
July 23-28

Wichita State University, Wichita, Kansas
July 30 - August 4

Bemidii State University, Bemidii, Minnesota
August 6-11

Chau·tauqua Institution, Chautauqua, New York
August 13-18
Graduate and Undergraduate Credit Courses Ollered at All Sessions
Address all inquiries to:

Kurt J. Wycisk, Manager
CONCORDIA COLLEGE

MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA 56560
-32-

WIND & PERCUSSIO

1

1978-1979 NEW MEXICO ALL-STATE AUDITION TITLES

JMENT

TITL ~

MVMT.

COMPOSER / ARR .

PUBLISHER

> (pub. for Fl.)

Suite in a minor
Concerto in G
1st Concertina
Concerto in g minor
Sonata in f minor
Sonata op. 20
Concerto in Bb
Scene and Air from
"Luisa di Montfort"
Scherzo Fantastique

Overture
1st Mvmt.
1st & 2nd
All
1st & 2nd
All
1st

Telemann
Mozart
Guilhaud-Andraud
Handel
Telemann
Tuthill
Mozart

Southern Music Co.
Southern Music
Southern Music
Rubank
Editio Music (B&H)
Southern Music
Southern Music

All
All

Bergson
Reed

Adagio from Concerto No. 1
Sonata
Sonata IV

All
1st & 2nd
1st & 2nd

Spohr-Ayres
Eccles-Hacher
Bach-Gee

Carl Fisher
Piedmont (Marks Belwfn)
C. I. Barnhouse
Theodore Presser
Southern Music

Andante and Allegro
Petite Piece Concertante
Sonata in F Major
Solo de Concours
Concerto in One Movement
Andante et Allegro
Romance and Scherzo
Three Dances
Sonatina
Sonata

All
All
1st & 3rd
All
All
All
All
All
All
I & IV

Chailleuz-Voxman
Balay
Corelli
Croce-Spinelli
Lebedev
Barat
Cohen
Benson
Tcherepnin
·Pitfield

Rubank
Southern Music
Edition Musicus
Belwin
Edition Musicus
Southern Music
Belwin
Chappell & Co.
Boosey & Hawkes
C. F. Peters Corp.

Horn (Pub. Oboe)

b
t ra Bass Cl.
s Clarinet
Sax
or Sax
~
i Sax, Pub. for
Sax.)

t
Horn

rum

al es: Ab and D Majo1·, their relative minor scales in all three forms two octaves where practical and the chromatic
scale within the practical range of the instrument.

EDUCATION
(Continued from Page 32)

of operas produced at the
Fe Opera. These tapes ina narration of the story of
era and a sampling of the
s music. Each tape is keyed
ries of slides with a "beep"
ting when the next slide is
shown. There are eleven
and one opera house tour
le to all schools.
975 Ron and Mary Kay Day,
r e we 11 known to "Kaleido' and "Sound - Go - Round"
ces on KN ME-TV, began a
of puppet shows for elemenhildren that explain opera .
success has been phenowith a total audience
of 20,000 children to date.
approach is light, with a
1 balance of information and
h eir demand statewide canto increase, and bookings
78 are nearly full.
1978 education program has
offering thanks to funding
v i-Strauss. The Levi-Strauss
made it possible to enlarge
a ucation program into the
chools and adult groups by
g performances for AC0 PERA. ACTION: OPERA
st of two very talented in-

dividuals
Jan ice Felty and
Christopher Berg.
Miss Felty, a mezzo-soprano, was
a winner of the 1974 Metropolitan
Opera Auditions, san,g with th e
Tucson Opera, San F r a n c i s c o
Opera, W cs tern Opera Theater and
the San Francisco Spring Opera.
She debuted nt the Santa Fe Opera
in 1975 with great succcess in "Cosi
Fan Tutte" and "L'E.nfant et les
Sortileges".
Mr. Berg is a piani.st and composer who has performed as a
soloist at the New York Cultural
Center, Palace of thee Legion of
Honor in San Franciisco, and in
France. He is presently director of
the Musical Theater Association of
New Mexico with a very busy
1978 season of musical productions
ranging from his origi.nal works to
musical comedy.
Mr. Berg and Miss; Felty present a relaxed and informal program of opera edueation. They
have three separate programs depending on their aud ience - from
novice to knowledgeaible individuals. Their emphasis is on the parts
of the theater that make the total
opera - sets, costumces, make-up,
roles and acting techniques. Demand for their 45 minute program
is great, and bookings for 1978 are
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nearly complete.
Tours of the opera complex are
another part of the education pro gram which can be planned by interested groups. These tours show
all aspects of "back-stage" theater
operations from the stage through
in-process work on sets, costumes
and props. Watching artists of
various specialties at work makes
for a fascinating and educational
visit.
The Pueblo Opera Program incorporates all aspects of the education program and is funded by a
grant from the Skaggs Foundation.
The program reaches the children
of the Eight Northern Pueblos, and
is seen as a cultural exchange. The
arts, crafts, dance and music of the
pueblos has been of great importance to the area for generations,
so it seems fitting to introduce the
::ilready art conscious pueblo children to another aspect of art in the
form of opera.
The many educational programs
r.ulminate in the Youth Opera.
(Continued on Page 34)
THE BASICS OF SINGING
Simple, concise explanation of the
mechanics of vocal
production .
HANDBOOK: $5.00 KAREL PUB LISHING, Box 92446, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin 53202

OPERA EDUCATION

NEWS FROM N.M. UNIVERSITIES

(Continued from Page 33)

These operas are actually dress rehearsals which can be attended by
groups of children through the age
of 18, at reduced ticket prices.
Children who have had the opportunity to see these and who have
seen some or all of the educational
programs are already knowledgeable patrons - understanding the
many aspects of putting an opera
together, and beginning to apappreciate the musical complexity
of opera.
This is the goal of the education
committee of the New Mexico
Opera Guild, Inc. Jane King, state
education chairman, sums up the
program as a "two-fold process teaching children the joy and complexity of opera for their own enrichment, and building support for
the future of opera to insure continuing greatness in the performing arts."
More information on all these
programs can be obtained through
the following local education chairmen:
NMOG Education Chairmen, 1977
Albuquerque-Georgiana Dahl
13524 Cedarbrook NE (87122)
292-1123
Espanola-Arlene Duran 753-2574
Box 631, Fairview Sta. (87532)
Gallup-Arlene High
863-6637
1711 S. Cliff Dr. (87301)
Las Vegas-Louise Derlick
Montezuma, Las Vegas (87701)
425-6975
Los Alamos-Barbara Mautz
# 5 Mariposa Circle (87544)
672- 1328
Santa Fe-Judy Witter 988-4744
2115 Calle de Sebastian (87501)
Taos-J ean Harrison 758-2630
Box 242 (87571)
Tri-State-Kenneth Allin
Box 30 6, La Mesilla, NM (88046)
Res. 524-9488 , Bus. 678-3 002
State Chairmen :
Jane King, 2108 Calle de Seb astian, Santa Fe, N.M. 87501
Res. 982-9219, Bus. 988-4418
Ursula Boatright, 1780 Ft. Union
Santa Fe, N.M. 87501
982,-3393

NMHU
The Fine Arts Department of
New Mexico Highlands University
has announced that Dr. Loren E.
Wise, Assistant Professor of Music
Theory and Composition, has been
selected first runner-up for the.
1978 ABA-Ostwald Award for his
composition Dialogues for Percussion and Symphonic Band.

The ABA-Ostwald Band Composition Contest, now in its 23rd
year, is one of the most prestigious
of its kind, and has encouraged the,
composition of many major works
for symphonic band.
Dr. Wise received his Bachelor
of Music Education degree from
the University of Evansville, and
Master of Music and Doctor of
Musical Arts degrees in Composition from the University of Arizona. He has taught in the public
schools and performed with several jazz and symphonic organizations, among them the Ralph
Flanagan Orchestra and the Tuscon Symphony. Dr. Wise joined
the faculty at Highlands University in 1975. In addition to his classroom teaching Dr. Wise conducts
the Highlands Percussion Ensemble, which appears in regular
campus concerts and also on tour.
The winning composition, Symphony, by James Barnes, will be
performed at the National American Bandmasters' Association Convention in Evanston, Ill. early in
March. Dr. Wise's work will be
performed later this Spring in
New Mexico.

UNM NEWS
Dr. John Batcheleer, Prof
of Music Education attended
Orff Institute at the Mozarte
Salzberg during the summ
1977 and then attended class
Fredeburg, Germany at the
tsche Landj ugend - Akadem ·
music in special education.
William E. Rhoads receiv
Standard Panel Award for Se
Music Composers from the A
can Society of Composers Aut
nnd Publishers. He has guest
ducted bands in Clovis , Bism
N.D., Stockton, California
Golden, Colorado. This sprin
will judge the Greater SW Fe
in Amarillo and the Festiv
Palms Festival in McAllen, T
Scott Wilkinson will hav
work, The American Earth, re
ed by Opus 1 records in M
The music was background
terial for photography by
Newhall.
The University of New
Symphonic Band, conducte
Harold Van Winkle will tour
thern New Mexico on Marc
14. and 15. Clinics were pres
in Los Alamos, Espanola, San
Clovis and Tucumcari. The
Faculty Brass Quintet also ap
e;d on the concerts with the
The final spring concert by
band is April 17 in Rodey Th
Members of the Quintet are:
Hinterbichler, Trombone; Je
Piper, Trumpet; Karen Bae
(Continued on Next Page)

STRING 1978-79 A LL-ST ATE A UDITION ETU DE
Violin:
Viola:
Cello:
Bass:

Kreutzer No. 2, bowings 35 and 37 (Start 14 measures from the end
Kreutzer No. 3
Merk No. 4 (Also available in Shroeder Vol. 3)
Simandl No. 5

STRING 1978-79 ALL-STATE AU DITION NUMBER!
Shostakovich

Symphony No. 5, Finale
Second number to be announced

CHORAL 1978-79 ALL-STATE AUD ITION NUMBE
Schumann

The Tambourine Player, (English) SSAA,

Des Prez

T1L Pauperum Refuyium, (Latin) SA TB

Hunter

Streets of Loredo TTBB , Lawson-Gould

a cappella, G . Schirmer 12073
a cappella, G. Shirmer 9565
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msITY NEWS
(Continued)

>et; Herbe rt Winslow , Horn;
,lack , Tuba.

Third Annual summer
AL EXPERIENCE will be
the UNM campus, July 22
1978 . Gu est conductors are
Minor from California
Universi ty at Fullerton.
John P arks , saxophonist,
semble; Jan McDonald , Los
s. jazz ensembles; James
, forme rly of the Santa
VanGu ar ds , will work with
g cor ps. In addition , Harold
inkle will hold a session on
in g Band - corps style and
n E. Rl oads will teach a
in jazz a r ran ging.

I

annual Composer's Symw as held on the UNM
s on Mar ch 27 , 28 , 29. Gunchull er spent three days
tuden1.s, faculty , and guest
sers discussing matters and
1s r elating to this aspect of
Students and faculty from
alleges in the southwest ath is sessi ons.
m er offerings at UNM inTEACIIING MUSIC TO
E AMER ICAN CHILDREN
Batcheller: ORFF TEACH ~
TECHNIQUES FOR THE
ROOM . Arnold Burkart,
tate Univ.: PIANO TECHS FOR TEACHERS , Guy
orth, Univ. of Colorado;
C SCHOOL CHORAL CONR TODAY. Lloyd Pfautsch ,
rn Methodist Univ.; WOODINSTRUMENT TEACHING
IQUES , UNM woodwind
Mexican FOLKSONG AND
R and GUITAR FOR THE
ROOM
TEACHER. For
r information write to the
ment of Music at UNM.

*

ENMU NOTES
w Television series of music
ms has been initiated by the
of Music at Eastern New
University. Titled EASTUSIC , the series is aired
uesday evening at 7 p.m.
NW Channel 3 and features

quality performances by faculty,
students, and guest arCsts from the
School of Music. Host and coordinator of the series i s Dr. Paul
Parthun, assistant professor of
music.
The Eastern New Mexico University Symphonic Winds, directed
by Floren Thompson, will be on
tour March 14 through March 17.
Concerts will be performed in the
following cities: Clovis, Moriarty,
Albuquerque , Gallup . Holbrook,
Arizona , and Joseph Ci ty, Arizona.
Featured soloists this year will
be Susan Harding, oboe, from Port ales ; Jon Hale, from Tucumcari,
and Allen Harding from Portales,
baritone duet ; and Demny Flores,
miramba , from Clayt n .
The Wind Ensemble will also be
appearing in their n ew concert
uniforms .
The Rocky Mountain chapter of
the American Musicological Society (AMS) and the Southwest chap-

ter of the Society for Ethno Musicology (SEM) will hold a joint meeting April 20-22 on the campus of
Eastern New Mexico University
for the purpose of presenting
papers on current research of their
members. This will be the first
time either of these scholarly
societies have held their meetings
anywhere in New Mexico. Titles
of some of the papers already submitted are: "Boris Godunov and
the Russian Imperial Theater" ;
" Thomas Hardy, p o e t, Gerald
Finzi. composer: a Case of Mental
Kinship " ; " Lute Music of the Sixteenth Century: Form and Performance"; and " Sousa 's Programmatic Band Suites : an Aesthetic
Middleground. " The papers on lute
music and on Hardy / Finzi will include live performance.
Besides the paper sessions, there
will be several additional concerts.
As a prelude to the meeting the
ENMU Collegium Musicum and
other performers from the drama
(Continued on Page 36)

GET GREAT

Visual Impact
Enhance your sharp sound with
sensational new niform styling by
Medalist Stanbuiry! For inspired
interpretation of yrour ideas for
concert or marching band or
corps, just ask fo our free color
design sketch service.
GET OUR NEW CATALOG
right off the pres.s. It's all color,
all new with great ideas for you.
Write or call:

1

Medalist •'' Stanbury
UNIFORMS
P.O . Box 100. Brookfield . Mo. 64628 • 816/258-2246

Contact our area specialist in the field:
Bill Smit

P. 0. Box 26717
Albuquerque, NM 87125

505/262 -1626

© Copyrigh t 19 77 M edal ist Ind ustries. In c.
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MORE UNIVERSITY NEWS
(Continued from Page 35)

and dance areas of the College of
Fine Arts will present a Renaissance Dinner and Concert (7 p.m.,
April 20) to which the public is invited (reservation required). On
Friday night (April 21) the ENMU
Concert Choir, directed by Dr.
Gregory Lyne, will present its
Spring concert. Then, as the final
event of the meeting (beginning
10:30 a.m., April 22) there will be
a concert of Early Music/ Ethnic
Music presented by several visiting groups.
Musicologists and ethnomusiologists will be gathering here from
places as far away as Arizona,
Texas, Colorado, Utah, Wyoming,
and Illinois. Inquiries concerning
this meeting should be directed to:
Dr. Milton A. Swenson, Chairman,
Rocky Mountain Chapter, American Musiological Society
School of Music
Eastern New Mexico University
Portales, New Mexico 88130

*
On April 7-8th, the Southwestern

----------------

Eastern New
Mexico University
School of Music
Presents

"READING FOR THE PUBLIC
SCHOOL MUSIC TEACHER"
JUNE 9-10, 16-17, and 23-24
FRIDAYS 1-8 P.M.
SATURDAYS 8-5

Three credit hours
graduate or iUndergraduate
MEETS CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENT IN READING FOR TEACHERS
with
• K-12 music certification
or
• Secondary Music Endorsement
(This course does not fulfill the requirement for teachers holding ele mentary certification with endorsement
in music.)
To reserve a place in this class, please
write to:

William Wood
School of Music
Eastern New Mexico University
Portales, NM 88130

Regional Convention of the National Association for M u s i c
Therapy will be held on the campus of Eastern New Mexico University in Portales. The convention
is being hosted by the Music
Therapy Department in the School
of Music at Eastern, and promises
to be an outstanding event.
In attendance will be music
therapists, students, and educators
from - New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma, and Colorado. University
music therapy departments that
will be represented are, in addition
to Eastern, West Texas State University, Colorado State University,
Phillips University, S o u the r n
Methodist University, and Texas
Women's University.
The program will include a wide
variety of events, including such
diverse presentations as music
psychodrama, music learning with
a mentally retarded class, multicultural music and music therapy
and dance therapy techniques.
Registration will begin at 8 a.m.
on the morning of Friday, April
7th, and the convention will end
on Saturday at 3 p.m. There will
be performances as well from the
ENMU Concert Choir, Jazz Ensemble, and Faculty Duet, and a
banquet Friday night.
The convention is open to any
interested persons. For further information. please contact:
Joseph J. Moreno, RMT
Director of Music Therapy
Eastern New Mexico University
Portales, NM 88130
(505) 562-3531
*

WNMU NEWS
On January 27 , Western hosted
its annual junior and senior high
school Honor Band Reading Clinic
and Seminar for attending band
directors. Mr. James Young, Director of Bands at Alamogordo,
was guest senior high band clinician and Mr. Richard Valenzuela
from Deming, was junior high
clinician. Both bands read through
a lot of literature culminating in a
short concert at the end of the day.
One hundred sixty-five bandsmen
were present.
Members of the University Civic
Symphony Orchestra put on a con-
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cert of Chamber Music on F
ary 23.
The University singers an
community singers have join
gether to present the Easter
tion of Handel's Messiah. The
versity Civic Symphony Ore
will join in on March 19 fo
presentation.
The University Civic Sym
Orchestra will present its a
spring concert on April 27
p.m. in the Fine Arts Audit
and will be performing wor
Otto Nichlai , Benjamin Br
Ernesto Lecuona, Claude S
Louie Scarmolin, and Alfred
Four seniors will presen
citals:
Mike Hogeboom, Trombon
April 9, 1978
Cindy Maxwell , Soprano,
April 11, 1978
Mary Jacobsen, Violin,
April 16, 1978
Ray Tietze, Clarinet, Oboe
Bassoon, April 30, 1978

NMSU
" Music at NMSU Week,"
centrated schedule of cm
highlighted by the President'
cert, is scheduled for April
on the NMSU campus. The
versity-Civic Symphony, di
by Marianna Gabbi, will pe
the annual President's Cone
Sunday afternoon, March 2
3:30 p.m. The guest soloist w
Russell Sherman, pianist, fro
New England Conservatory
nowned artist - performing
haven's "Emperor Concerto"
the orchestra. Music edu
around the state are invited
tend this performance and
their students.
Other concerts for the wee
as follows: Monday, April 24
dent Honors Recital in Co
Tuesday, April 25, the Lab
Sam Trimble, director, in
American Center; Wedne
April 26, W o o d w i n d Ense
Charles West, director, in
man Hall; Thursday, Apri
Symphonic Winds, Tim La
hauser, director; and the Un
ity Singers, Guy B. Webb, di
and Choral Union, Ed Foley
(Continued on Page 40)

~NC IN ACTION
IONAL CONFERE NCES
PLANNI NG STAGES

• 1979 Divisional In-Service
r ences have been officially
1led. Although additional intion will be made available
events approach, these dates
ocations have been decided.
thwestern Division: FebruV 2-5, 1979, Colorado Springs,
lorado.
t ern Division: February 9-12,
~9, Atlantic City, New Jersey.
them Division: February 28arch 3, 1979, Nashville, Ten.
thwest Division: March 21~ 1979, Billings, Montana.
stern Division: March 29oril 1, 1979, Anaheim, Calif.
th Central Division: April
... 22 , 1979, Indianapolis, Ind.

planning meetings for t h e
tDivisional Conferences have
een set:
stern Division: March 3-4,
78, Anaheim, California at

the Hotel Disneyland.
Southern Division: May 4-5,
1978, Atlanta, Georgia at the
Atlanta American.
Northwest Division: May 12-13,
1978, Spokane, Washington at
the Sheraton Hotel.
North Central Division: June 910, 1978, Indianapolis at the
Atkinson Hotel.
Eastern Division: To be decided.
Southwestern Division: To be
decided.

NATIONAL C0 MMITTEES
WILL CONVENE
IN CHICAGO
1

The forthcoming MENC Biennial
In-Service Conference in Chicago,
April 12-16, 1978, will provide an
opportunity for most of MENC's
committees, commissions, councils,
and boards to hold one or more
closed session business meetings.
Members who wish to direct matters of interest or concern to a particular group should address a let-

ter to its chairperson or division
representative as soon as possible.
Names and addresses of these persons are available in the official
directory that was published as
part of the September 1977 issue
of the Music Educators Journal.
All MENC official bodies are required under the provisions of the
MENC Constitution and Bylaws to
hold a meeting during the course
of the biennial meeting, so the following specific groups have one or
more business meetings scheduled:
MENC National Executive Board;
MENC Division Boards - Eastern,
North Central, Northwest, Southern, Southwestern, Western; MENC National Assembly; Music Industry Council and Music Industry
Council Executive Board; Music
Educators Journal Editorial Board;

Journal of Research in Music Education Editorial Committee; Publications Planning Committee; Commission on Graduate Music Teacher Education; Committee for the
(Continued on Page 38)

lbuquerque Civic Light Opera
ANNOUNCES . . . 1978 SEASON
ALL PERFORMANCES IN POPEJOY HALL -

UNIV. OF N. M.

tKLAHOMA! March 30, 31. April 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9
IDDLER ON THE ROOF ·· June 9, 10, 11, 23, 24, 25, 30 . July 1, 2
DO! I DO! July 21, 22, 23, 28, 29, 30
IPPIN - August 18, 19, 20, 25. 26, 27 •• September 1, 2
UNNY GIRL • Dec. 22, 23, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31
All performances at 8:15 pm except Sunday Matinees - 2:00 pm
bb in Hube rt , Res ident Art isti c D i recto r

Kim Thom pson, Resident M usi c Di rector

ALBUQUERQUE CIVIC LIGHT OPERA ASSOC/A TION
4201 Ellison N.E., Albuquerque, N.M.
-37-

(505) 344-2317

MENC IN ACTION
(Continued from Page 37)

Advancement of Music Education;
Committee for Utilization of Retired Music Educators; Communications I Information Committee;
Government Relations Committee
(including division coordinators);
Music Education Research Council; National Committee on Instruction; N at ion al Minority
Awareness Commission; Council of
State Editors; Council of State Secretary-Treasurer; Council of State
Supervisors of Music; Council of
Student Member Chairpersons;
and National Membership Committee

ARTS FOR THE
HANDICAPPED
The National Committee, Arts
for the Handicapped (NCAH), was
founded in 1975 to serve as the
national catalyst for the development of expanded opportunities in
all the arts for handicapped children and youth. Major aspects of
the current national committee include a national awareness program, curriculum development/
research project, Model Sites Program and Very Special Arts Festival. In order to facilitate the
identification of potential resource
people, projects, and materials,
NCAH needs your help. Those
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with special project ideas 1 innovative techniques and exceptional
instructional materials are requested to contact The National Committee, Arts for the Handicapped,
1701 K Street N.W., Suite 801,
Washington, D.C. 20006.
~::

:::
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MUSIC . . . IS AVAILABLE
FOR RECORDING
Toby Levine, curriculum director for the widely viewed and distributed t elev is ion programs,
Music . . . , has announced that
the series of ten programs is
available to schools, libraries, and
media centers for audiovisual recording purposes. Organizations
interested in recording the programs are permitted to show them
at any time during a five-year
period, providing they are used to
meet an educational goal. The entertaining and informative series is
available on 16mm film, free on
loan, from Associated Films, Inc. ,
1815 North Fort Myer Drive, Suite
107 , Arlington, Virginia 22209.
A teachers guide book containing
student-related activities and supplemental concepts is offered from
the Superintendent of Documents,
Government P r inti n g Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402, at $2.20
per copy. Orders for guide books
of 100 or more receive a twentyfive percent discount. When ordering guide books, please indicate the
order number: 017-080-01730-0.
Music . .. is currently being shown
nationwide over the Public Broadcasting System. Those interested
in seeing the programs on television are advised to check local
time and date of the broadcasts.

STUDENT MEMBERS TO
RECEIVE NEWSLETTER
What are the benefits of belonging to an MENC sponsored student
chapter? This question is presented as the central theme of the first
student member newsletter scheduled for distribution in early 1978.
Shirley Schrader, professor of
music, St. Cloud University, St.
Cloud, Minnesota and chairwoman
of the MENC Council of Student
Member Chairpersons, is preparing
the newsletter in cooperation with
Timothy Shea, student representative to the MENC National Ex-
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MARK HINDSLEY
HONORED
Dr. Mark Hindsley, dir
emeritus at the University of
nois Band, Champaign, Illi
was recently elected to the
tional Band Association's "
emy of Wind and Percu
Arts". Election to the acade
an honor of international st
and is undoubltedly the hi
recognition that can come
band director. Dr. Hindsley i
only person elected to the
emy for 1978. No one was el
in 1977.
The presentation of the A
statuette together with the ci t
and scroll was made by Dr.
liam D. Revelli during the s
gala conce t played by the Un
sity of Illinois Band in conn
with the annual meeting o
American Bandmasters Associ
in Evanston, Illinois on Mar
1978. Dr. William D. Rev
himself a previous recipient
AWAPA Award and pre
serves as president of the Na
Band Association.
Dr. Hindsley is the 19th
elected to the Academy of
and Percussion Arts in the
teen years it has been in evis
Dr. Hindsley was presented
a seven inch silver figurin
band conductor which is the
bol of election to the Acade
Wind and Percussion Arts .
little figure, known as the "
PA'' to bandsmen througho
world has become the "Osc
the music world.
The Academy of Wind an
cussion Arts was establish
the National Band Associat
1960 for the purpose of rec
ing men and women who
truly outs anding contributi
the promotion of bands a
band music th roughout the
world.
ecutive Board . The publicat
be distributed to approxi
20,000 students, will cover
subjects s 1ch as candid stat
from a chapter advisor, a
chairman, and a student m
stressing the need and in
value of active involvem
MENC and its state associ

One-stop shopping with Silver Burdett
Everything you need to teach music!

•

BURDETT

__.___..IC
1978 Edition
Early Childhood - Grade 8

• Projects Packs
for Interrelated Arts
Materials for mini-musicals that can be
expanded into full-scale performances

• Let's Play Recorder
A versatile program offering a total method of
class recorder instruction

ltJ

plete program-now even easier to teach, to study, to love!

Rhythm Band Inc.
INSTRUMENTS

• Goofy's Musical
Match Game

@~

I rru@o

A card game using Disney characters as an aid
to learning the symbols of music

distributed by Silver Burdett Company
High-quality instruments appropriate for children's use

~~~~p

• Sound/Color Filmstrips
Six filmstrips and six cassettes for enriching
the music program

YOUTH MUSICALS
Alice in Wonderland• Cinderella•
Sleeping Beauty• Robin Hood• Jungl Book

SILVER BURDETT
COMPANY
8301 Ambassador Row
Dallas, Texas 7524 7
New Mexico Representative:
Ann M. Zurlis
Northgate Apartments, No. 402
6500 Montgomery Boulevard, N. E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87109
Music Consultant: Mary Ann Nelson
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MORE UNIVERSITY NEWS
(Continued from Page 36)

rector, on Friday, April 28 in
Hardman Hall. All concerts are at
8: 00 p.m. during the week.
Dr. Charles West, Composition
Chairman for the National Associ*

ation of College Wind and Percussion Instructors, will attend the
n ational board meetings of NACW P I at the MENC convention in
Chicago in April. Dr. West presented a solo recital on campus
J anuary 26, and on February 14
his students performed in a "Clarinet Night." A composition by Dr.
West, entitled "Capricious Winds"
was published last December for
clarinet quartet and band. The
clarinet choir performed for AllState b and and orchestra students
on J anuary 13.
Dr. Warner Hutchison has received a $4,000 research grant
from NMSU for the initial phase
of a program in computer music
in the NMSU Electronic Music

Laboratory. Recent publications by
Dr. Hutchison include "A Joyful
Psalm" (Bourne) for SATB and
Organ; " Fantasy-Variations" for
band (kjos); "Suite for Clarinet
Choir (Kendor); and " The Strife is
O'er" for SATB and organ (European-American). He has recently
been selected along with seven
other former doctoral students of
Samuel Adler, chairman of the
composition department at Eastman School of Music, to write a
short piano work for a Festschrift,
a volume of original works honoring Adler on his 50th birthday.
*

*

The Seventh Annual Jazz Festival will be held on the NMSU
Friday and Saturday, March i 7
and 18. Directed by Sam Trimble,
the festival is open to all jazz
bands as well as combos in the
State.
This spring Mr. Trimble has appeared as a soloist with the El Paso
High School Band and Austin High
Band ; he continues as principal
trumpetist with the El Paso Sym-

phony.
*

The percussion p r o g r a
NMSU, under the direction o
Lautzenheiser and Kevin Le
continues to expand. In additi
the percussion ensemble, Pe
sion Design Quorum and
groups continue performanc
various commu nity organiza
A " Day of Percussion" will b
on April 8 on campus for j
high through college students
day will begin w ith donuts
coffee and will have clinics,
onstrations, "rap " sessions,
formances, sever a 1 ense
P.A.S. meeting, as well as
surprises.
*

*

The NMSU Chambe r Orch
under the direction of Mar
Gabbi, has scheduled six co
throughou t the State and El
this spring: March 28, El
April 9, Carlsbad; Ap ril 10,
well; Apri 16, Alamogor do ;
30, Las Vegas ; and May 1 i
Alamos.

STARTS NOW ••• MA Y'S ANNUAL

STOCK REDUCTION MUSIC SALE!
A $25,000 INVENTORY OF

e BAND AND ORCHESTRA FOLIOS AND ARRANGEMENTS • CHORAL COLLECTIO
AND OCTAVO MUSIC • STAGE BAND ARRANGEMENTS • MUSIC FOR GUITAR
ALL INDIVIDUAL INSTRUMENTS, INCLUDING METHODS, SOLOS, ENSEMBLES AN
COLLECTIONS

25°lo Discount 50% Discount 75°lo Discoun
IF MUSIC COPYRIGHT
DATE IS 1970 TO PRESENT

IF MUSIC COPYRIGHT
DATE IS 1960 THRU 1969

Only Music in Our Present Stock is Offered at Sale Prices SALE ENDS JULY 31, 1978 -

IF MUSIC COPYRIGHT
DATE IS 1959 OR PRIOR

!extbook Materials Excepted.

An Opportunity For You To Purchase Autumn Music Requirements at a Savi
YOUR ONE SOURCE
FOR ALL YOUR SCHOOL MUSIC NEEDS
Come In -

Write -

Or Call

Speedy Mail Order Service
514 Central Ave. W- Phone 243-4458-Albuquerque, N. Mex. 8710 I
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900, 900S, 909G Eterna Severinsen B b Trumpets. All available in
medium large and large bore.
Choose them in brass, lacquered,
silver-plated, or gold-plated. 1st
Valve trigger is optional.
900H and 900HS Eterna B b
Trumpets with tilted bell, as
played by Bobby Herriot. Avail able in brass, lacq'uered, or silverplated.

990E b and 990E b/S Eterna Eb
Trumpets with 1st valve trigger.
In brass, lacquered, or si Iverplated.

D
D

940 and 940S Eterna Piccolo
Bb / A Trumpets. In brass, lacquered, or silver-plated.

D
D

890Eb/S and 890Eb Eterna Eb
Cornets with 1st valve trigger.
Available in brass, lacquered, or
silver-plated.

D

896 and 896S Eterna Bb Fluegel horns with 4 valves. In brass,
lacquered, or silver-plated.

I
I
I
I
I
I

950R Eterna Bb Trombone with
red brass bell.

580 and 580S Capri B b Cornets
with 1st valve trigger. In brass,
lacquered, or silver-plated .

D

550 and 550$ Capri Bb Trombones in brass, lacquered, or silver-plated.

Cornets in brass, lacquered, or
silver-plated.

D

350 and 350S. Our "300" B b
Trombones in brass, lacquered,
or silver-plated.

D

393 and 393CH. Our "300"
three-valve Herald (Aida) Trumpets. Brass, lacquered, silver,
nickel, or chrome-plated.

D

D

383 F /Eb. Our "300" French
Horn Trumpets. Available in
brass, lacquered, or silver-plated.

398 and 399 sb Valve Trombones in brass, lacquered, or silver-plated. Available with or
without slide section.

D

389 F/ Eb. Our "300" Alto Tru mpets in brass, lacquered, or silver-plated.

D

I

I

TROMBONES

D
D

390 and 390$ Our "300" Bb
Trumpets in brass, lacquered, or
silver-plated .

380 and 380S. Our "300" B b

9150, 915DS, 920D, 920DS
Eterna Artist and Symphony
Artist D Trumpets with 1st valve
saddle. Available in brass, lacquered, or silver-plated.

895 and 89SS Eterna B b Fluegelhorns with 3 valves. Available
in brass, lacquered, or silverplated.

800 and 800$ Eterna Bb Cornets. Available in brass, lacquered, or silver-plated. Medium
large or large bore.

D

590C and 590CS Capri C Trumpets with 1st valve saddle. Available in brass, lacquered, or silver-plated.

pet with 1st valve saddle. Brass,
lacquered, or silver-plated.

FLUEGELHORNS

390Eb/D and 391 Eb/D. Our
"300" Eb /D Combination Trumpets with 1st valve saddle. Available in brass, lacquered, or silverplated.

BbCORNETS

590 and 590S Capri B b T rumpets with 1st valve trigger. Available in brass, lacquered, or silverplated.

and 91 OCS Eterna
Trumpets with 1st valve saddle.
In brass, lacquered, or silverplated. Medium large or large
bore.

394 Our "300" B b Bass Trum-

950 and 950S Eterna B b Trombones. Available in brass, lacquered, or silver-plated.

BARITONE HORN

D

310 Baritone (Bb) with bell :
front. Available in brass, lac1
quered, or silver-plated.

1

All instruments have Amado Water Keys, excepting
the Herald Trumpet and Eterna Eb Cornet.

,,~ GETZEN
'' ~

Elkhorn, Wisconsin 53121

Ok, I have checked the instruments for which I'd like
full details. Please send information to:

NAME-----------------~
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY

STATE

ZIP _ _

------------------------J
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STACCATO OTES FROM THE EDITOR
1

Any music educator who keeps
abreast of current literature in his
field has been virtually bombarded
with the slogan, " MUSIC IS
BASIC." The idea being furthered
is that music is an essential part
of education. Subsequently, if music is a basic subject, it is important that all students in school have
and adequate exposure to music.
Generally, elementary music
teachers are doing an excellent job
of presenting music to a wide variety of students. (There are problems at this level, however, in convincing community and school
leaders of the importance the music specialist has to the total education of the individual.)
With a growing specialization in
vocal, band, or orchestra instruction at the junior high and senior
high school level, many school sys-

tens are providin1g f fmrmal contact
wi·h music only tto tlhose electing
to participate in pe1rfcormance. Indetd, we can be prroud of the
aclievements of t:he2sEE performing
groups and the outsstamding music
ed1cation the sttucde~nts receive.
Hcwever, what abcowt the other
stldents, those nO't iin music classes' Can we pr,esGemt music to
thtse? Do we have ssmch an obligatim? IS MUSIC BA SJIC?
)ne obvious meetlhood of " exposin( all students tto music is
th·ough live perf or:-miances before
the entire studemt lbody. Today
th~se performanc,es aire rare. Beca1se of student umire:st in the rece1t past many s;ch1ocols ceased to
albw any type of pJrmgram for all
sttdents. Discip1irue ' wrns simply too
di ficult to maint.airn.
I\. t the same ti.mE.e

NOW SERVING lOU
IN OUR NEW LO Tl.ON
200 w. BEN·DER
NORTE VISTA PLA"A
HOBBS, N. MEX. s:2io
392-7511
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schools have

generally taken time for "
meetings for athletic events.
this is the only form of gener
sembly allowed , and student
encouraged to "make as
noise as possible." Are we t
ing our next generation that
group activity is always row
Certainly, "pep" meetings
a valuable function, but shoul
not also train these same stu
how to enjoy listening to mu
a large audience situation?
haps the time is appropria
again use our fine school per
ing groups plus visiting mus·
to present live programs for
our student bodies during
time. This would be just on
of showing that we really b
our slogan, "MUSIC IS BA

School S out, but the keys are still warm.
The drama club rehearsed
Carousel until midnight.
Clarence practiced his solo.
Mrs. Webster took 3rd period
a cappella through warm--up
scales, twice. And there's n
telling how many more han s
touched its keys today.
Which is why a Yamaha
piano is such a good choice

for your sc10Jl's piano.
A Yamah2 is built to with-stand all t e rigors of a
hundred dffirent hands
and a thotsa1d different
melodies. :t s a pianist's piano.
A teacher', ad. Responsive. For
beginner a µ-o.
How, inled, could a school
that perfom~be without one?

For information on all Yamaha pianoss, including grand~, wite: Keyboard Division,
Yamaha International Corp., Bmx · 6600, Buena ?-erk California 90622.
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